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ABSTRACT
The work described in this Thesis consists of 
investigations of the variation of the electrokinetic 
potential and charge for the system fused silica/aqueous 
potassium chloride solution by the streaming potential 
method. An improved apparatus for the determination of the 
streaming potentials, used in this work, is described. 
Attempts have been made to devise a general method of 
interpreting the results obtained by the streaming potential 
method using porous diaphragms, even when surface 
conductance is not negligible.
Measurements were made over the temperature 
range 20° - 50° C and the corresponding electrokinetic 
potentials and charges were calculated. These data have 
been used to test theoretical equations which express the 
variation of the above properties with temperature.
The dependence of the electrokinetic potentials 
and charges on the adsorption energies is considered. 
Theoretical calculations are given which lead to the 
elucidation of the processes of adsorption, together with 
a method of calculating the number of adsorption sites in 
the fixed layer.
Applications of the new experimental techniques 
and theoretical equations to other systems are also 
considered.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
An electrical double layer is set up as a result of 
the unequal distribution of ions at the interface between two 
phases one of which contains ions. For example, for the case 
of an ionic liquid in contact with a solid, there is a 
distribution of ions near the surface of the solid different 
from that in the bulk of the liquid, Electrokinetic phenomena 
are produced by the tangential displacement of the two phases.
Helmholtz (l) considered that the ions in the 
surface layer are arranged in a double layer which consists, in 
effect, of an electrical condenser with parallel plates about a 
molecular distance apart. With this picture of the electrical 
double layer Helmholtz was able to treat the electrokinetic 
effects mathematically. However, this model was based on the
. * - "i.
conception that the potential gradient at the interface was 
quite sharp.
The model of the double layer used by Gouy (2), 
Chapman (3) and Debye and Huckel (4) consisted of one charged 
layer on the solid phase equal and opposite to the charge in 
the diffuse layer, which is dispersed from the immediate 
surface region by thermal forces.
It was shown by Stern (5) that neither the compact 
nor the diffuse double layer theories were adequate. He 
suggested a model which included a plane layer of ions held 
strongly to the surface by specific chemical adsorption forces, 
in addition to a diffuse layer of the type suggested by Gouy.
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In this diffuse layer the ions are free to move, e. g. under 
mechanical or electrical shearing forces. Their density in 
each plane parallel to the surface is determined by the 
thermal agitation tending to distribute the ions randomly, and 
the electrostatic attraction tending to concentrate the charges
of one sign close to the surface. According to the Stern 
theory there is a linear decline of the electrical potential 
within the fixed layer, as between the plates of an electrical 
condenser. The decline of potential within the diffuse layer 
tends to zero in the bulk of the solution.
The potential at the junction of the two layers 
is designated see Verwey and Overbeek (6) ), whilst the 
electrokinetic or zeta potential is defined as the potential 
in the slipping plane between the fixed and flowing liquid 
occurring with the electrokinetic phenomena. However, most 
workers agree that the plane of shear described in these 
phenomena coincides, more or less exactly, with the boundary 
of the fixed and diffuse layers. Consequently, the zeta 
potential may be regarded as synonymous ?/ith »
Benton and Elton (7) have recently introduced a 
new parameter termed ” the adsorption energy of an ion”•into 
their calculations of the composition of the individual parts 
of the electrical double layer. This adsorption energy is 
defined as the sum of the chemical adsorption energy and the 
localisation energy of the ions on the adsorption sites. The 
energy represents the energy change involved in the 
transference of the ion from the bulk of the solution to the
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site in the fixed layer. It therefore includes the energy of 
removal of any ionic hydration shell, and also the energy 
involved in the removal of the ion or molecule previously 
occupying the site.
The zeta potential may he determined from 
experiments occurring with the following electrokinetic
l ■
phenomena
(a) Sedimentation velocity
(b) Electrophoresis (Cataphoresis)
(c) Electroosmosis (Electroendosmosis)
(d) Migration Potentials including Sedimentation
Potentials, Centrifugation Potentials and 
Ultrasonic Field Potentials
(e) Streaming Potentials,
A short review of the different methods will he 
given, with special reference to their suitability for 
determining zeta potentials over a range of temperature and 
concentration
The sedimentation velocity method, first described 
by Elton (8), (9), consists of determining the velocity of 
sedimentation of a settling suspension in a dilute solution, • 
and comparing this with the velocity in a concentrated 
solution where the electroviscous effect is negligible. The 
charge carried by the particles may be calculated from
expressions derived from the theory of electroviscosity. From
this charge, the zeta potential may be calculated. The
velocity of sedimentation is determined from the rate of fall
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of the bottom of the concave meniscus that is formed between 
the suspension and the clear liquid above.
There are certain limitations in the general 
applicability of this method for determining zeta potentials. 
Firstly, for the formation of a sharp meniscus the specimen 
of the solid must be very closely sized, to within t 10% about 
the mean size. (For further discussion of the particle size 
limitations on the formation of a sharp sedimentation meniscus, 
see paper by Elton and Hirschler (10),).
Secondly, the particles must lie within the size 
range where the Stokes1 diameter is from 4 - 8 microns. With 
much larger particles the difference-between the velocities of 
fall in dilute and more concentrated electrolyte solutions is 
insufficient to enable an accurate calculation of the surface 
charge. In other words, the electroviscous effect is not 
large enough. For smaller particles, where the velocity is 
small, the risk of extraneous vibrations is increased over 
the time necessary for measurement of the sedimentation 
velocity. With very small particles, Brownian motion is 
appreciable, and the simple theoretical equations, derived by 
Elton, no longer apply. In Elton*s calculations the Brownian 
forces were assumed to be less than 1% of the gravitation 
force acting on the particles.
Thirdly, the shape factor of the particles must be 
such that the particles have a surface area of the order of 
104 cm2/gm. (The square of the specific surface area is
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involved in the calculation of surface charge,) For too low 
an area,, the dependence of sedimentation velocity on 
electrolyte concentration is again small. The shape factor 
depends, inter alia, on the method of production of the 
particles, and in practice great difficulties may be 
encountered in obtaining a suitable specimen.
Finally, in order that a sharp meniscus be obtained 
it is necessary to have the upper part of the sedimentation 
cell (above the solution and suspension) at a lower 
temperature than the main part. Without this temperature 
gradient within the cell,"a flat, rather diffuse meniscus is 
formed from which it is impossible to determine accurately 
the velocities of sedimentation. There exists no satisfactory 
explanation of the variation of the shape of the sedimentating 
meniscus with the temperature gradient. However, it was 
reported by Dulin (11), that the velocity of sedimentation of 
the bottom of the concave meniscus was independent of the shape 
of the meniscus within a range.of curvature. The results 
obtained by this method at 25° C seem reliable provided that 
care is taken in selecting particles of a suitable size and 
shape. A study over a range of temperature would have to 
involve an investigation into the required temperature gradient 
necessary at each temperature for the occurrence of a 
measurable meniscus. Also it would have to be shown that the 
velocity of sedimentation was independent of the temperature 
gradient and shape of meniscus at each temperature studied.
Electrophoresis (first observed by Reuss in 1808) 
is the migration of particles through a liquid, caused by the 
application of an electric field. Electrophoretic experiments 
are of value in the determination of zeta potentials, and are 
used extensively in the biological field for the separations 
of various substances, e.g. proteins.
One of the difficulties in calculating the zeta 
potential from electrophoretic measurements is to allow, 
satisfactorily for the relaxation effect. This effect involves 
the distortion of the electrical double layer symmetry due to 
the application of the external field. For most colloidal 
particles the relaxation effect has been shown by Overbeek (l2)t 
to give important corrections unless the zeta potential is 
very much smaller than 25 mv. It is concluded that many of 
the zeta potentials determined by this method are open to 
doubt. With the use of a micro-electrophoretic method it is 
necessary also to allow for the electroosmotic motion of the 
suspension medium in the micro-cell,
Electr’oosmosis, first considered by Reuss in 1809, 
occurs on the application of an electric field when the liquid 
moves relative to the stationary solid. The velocity of 
motion, or the pressure required to prevent motion, under a 
given applied potential gradient, may be used to calculate the 
zeta potential.
For the calculation of electrokinetic potentials, 
the occurrence of slip at the interface of the fixed and
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diffuse layer has an important effect on the use of 
electroosmotic methods. It has been shown by Overbeek and 
Wijga (13)* that in the presence of appreciable surface 
conductance the electroosmotic method cannot give the same 
results as the streaming potential method, and also that the 
occurrence of slip would affect the results further. The 
effects of slip and surface conductance on the zeta potential 
calculated from electroosmotic experiments produce errors in 
opposite directions, so that agreement with other methods is 
only fortuitous.
Migration potentials are potential differences 
that are set up (between two electrodes in a liquid) due to 
the migration of a suspension of particles, under gravity or 
in a centrifugal or ultrasonic field. Little work has been 
done on the potentials caused by fields of the latter two 
types. Sedimentation potentials, where the particles are 
allowed to settle under gravity, were first observed by Dorn 
in 1880. As a general method of determining electrokinetic 
potentials, the sedimentation potential method has serious 
restrictions. It cannot easily be used to measure zeta 
potentials at concentrations greater than 10~4 N since the 
potentials produced in solutions above this concentration are 
usually too small to measure. Experiments have been carried 
out recently by Elton and Peace (14), (15), who obtained a 
constant value for the zeta potential of fused silica over 
the concentration range 1 0“5 » 10“4 N with potassium chloride.
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Lastly,'. the streaming potential method of 
determining the electrokinetic potential may he considered.
With this method the potential difference set up between two 
electrodes is measured when a liquid is forced through a ' 
stationary capillary or diaphragm by an external pressure.
Pull consideration of the method is given in Section 1, It 
is a method favoured by many workers in the field of 
electrokinesis and although many of the early measurements and 
interpretations may be criticised, it is capable of giving 
accurate measurements of the zeta potential. Also the method 
is suitable for a study over wide ranges of concentration and 
temperature.
All these methods of determining the electrokinetic 
potential are indirect. It has been suggested by Lorens (16) 
that only the electrokinetic coefficient is determinable 
experimentally. This coefficient is given by
where ^ is the seta or electrokinetic potential
£, is the dielectric constant
Tj is the viscosity
(*) is the electrokinetic coefficient.
For the determination of the zeta potential from experimental 
measurements, assumptions must be made concerning the values 
of the viscosity and dielectric constant in the diffuse layer. 
However, in accordance with the current practice
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of most workers, the results here are given in terms of the 
electrokinetic potentials; the values assumed for the 
viscosity and dielectric constant are given in Appendix II.
For further discussion see Section 1 and a paper by Wood (17).
The experimental work described here consists of 
investigations on the system fused silica/ aqueous potassium 
chloride solution. The choice of this system was governed by 
the following factors. Firstly, it was preferable to choose 
a solid phase which, would carry no charge of its own, e.g. by 
preferential release of ions of one sign. Fused silica has 
been shown by Benton and Elton (7), to derive its charge in 
electrolyte solutions almost exclusively by ion adsorption.
Secondly, fused silica can be readily cleaned, and 
particles can be obtained in a suitable form. The surface is 
more reproduceable than the surfaces studied by some other 
workers, e.g. cellulose fibres or protein covered surfaces. 
Thirdly, the zeta potential is of a greater magnitude than 
obtained for some of the materials more frequently examined. 
For example cf. approx. values of zeta potentials for water 
with barium sulphate (+ 25 mv.), cellulose (- 15 mv.), and 
fused silica (- 150 mv,).
Finally, it was desirable to choose a system where 
previous electrokinetic data appeared most reproduceable and 
reliable, (18),(19),(20), The simple uni-univalent 
electrolyte, potassium chloride was chosen and has been used 
throughout the experiments.
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No method is available in the literature for the 
determination of the electrokinetic potentials from the 
results of measurements of streaming potentials set up in 
porous diaphragms unless surface conductance is negligible. 
This was not usually the case in the present experiments.
One of the objects of the present work* therefore* was to 
attempt to devise a general method of interpreting results 
obtained in experiments of this type* in order to be able to 
determine zeta potentials even when surface conductance is 
not negligible, (See Section 6, ) It was desirable to use 
porous diaphragms and not capillaries because with many 
substances the construction of a cylindrical tube is not 
possible. Also the streaming potential is generally much 
greater with a diaphragm than with a capillary* because a 
diaphragm acts like a large number of capillaries.
Furthermore the electrical resistance of dilute solutions in 
capillaries may be very high* and therefore, difficult to 
measure. Consequently a more accurate measurement of the 
zeta potential is likely to be obtained by using a diaphragm.
Ghosh and coworkers have* with some success* 
applied a semi-empirical method for the evaluation of the 
true zeta potential to various systems. However, their 
method is not -universally applicable (see Section 7 ). In 
the present work a new method of treatment of such data is 
proposed, and used to interpret the experimental results 
obtained in the present experiments. An improved apparatus
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for the determination of the streaming potentials used in 
this work is also described.
Measurements have been made over the temperature 
range 20° - 50° C. Corresponding electrokinetic potentials 
and charges have been obtained. These data have been used 
to test theoretical equations which express the variation 
of the above properties with temperature* in terms of known 
variations of other properties of the phases involved 
(dielectric constant* density etc.). Consideration of the 
dependence of the electrokinetic potentials and charges on 
the adsorption energies is also given. The application of the 
equations to the present results is discussed theoretically, 
and their application to other systems is considered.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
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S E C T I O N  1 
INTRODUCTION TO THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
The streaming potential phenomenon was first 
reported by Quincke in 1859 (21), and was explained by 
Helmholtz (l), on the classical interpretation of the 
electrical double layer and the electrokinetic effects. The 
derived equations of Helmholtz have been modified, notably by 
Smoluchowski (22), on the basis of a non-rigid double layer.
Wood (17), has analysed the streaming potential 
method and has shovra that the actual quantity determined, is 
the electric moment of the double layer. He notes that the 
computation of the zeta potential from this electric moment 
requires additional assumptions and specifications concerning 
the double layer.
It is necessary in calculating the electric moment 
to make three assumptions. In the first place, that there is 
streamlined flow of the liquid, and consequently a constant 
viscosity at a given temperature; also, that the thickness of 
the electrical double layer is small compared with the radius 
of the capillary; and finally, that the whole system is 
electrically neutral. The first and second conditions are 
determined in the experiments, and the third is a condition 
which is generally accepted.
When the moment is expressed in terms of the zeta 
potential, the following assumptions are made. Firstly,
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that the solution charges may he treated as being continuously 
distributed over the volume of the capillary, with the wall 
charges uniformly distributed; secondly, that the volume 
charge density is a function of the radius of the capillary; 
thirdly, that the potential caused by the wall and solution 
charges is undisturbed by the streaming potential, i, e, the 
occurrence of a streaming potential does not affect the charge 
distribution in a given cross-section of the capillary; 
fourthly, that Poisso^s equation holds; and lastly that the 
dielectric constant used is a true constant and equal to the 
value in the bulk of the liquid.
With these latter assumptions Wood showed that the 
zeta potential may be expressed as
Y 4 n rj E K
V  ~ £ P
where £ is the electrokinetic or zeta potential 
rj is the viscosity of the solution 
E is the streaming potential 
£ is the dielectric constant of the solution 
P is the pressure head used 
K  is the specific conductivity.
This formula is identical with those derived by other workers, 
e.g. Rutgers (23) or Overbeek (24), The formula is derived 
rigorously only for a single capillary, with the conductance 
depending solely on the bulk conductivity of the liquid.
However, many determinations of streaming
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potentials have been made in the past using porous diaphragms 
regarding them as a'network of capillaries. It is 
theoretically possible to replace a network of capillaries by 
a simpler one or even by a single capillary having the same 
zeta potential as the original capillaries, with suitable 
dimensions and conductance. Such a substitution can always be 
made without any further change in the electric and hydro- 
dynamic conditions outside the diaphragm. For further 
discussion see Section 7, Consequently it was decided to 
determine what information was necessary for the derivation 
of the zeta potential from streaming potential measurements in 
diaphragms.
Also it was decided that the value of the specific 
conductivity used in the formula should be that calculated 
from the electrical resistance of the solution in the 
diaphragm. This is in accordance with the methods of Rutgers 
and de Smet (25), (with single capillaries) and of Briggs (26), 
Martin and Gortner (27), and Bull and Gortner (28), (with 
diaphragms). The methods attempt to allow for the 
contribution of the surface conductance to the specific 
conductivity, (For further discussion, see Section 6, ) It 
was further proposed to study the zeta potential over a range 
of concentration and temperature. The quantities to be 
measured were therefore the bulk specific conductivity, the 
specific conductivity of the solution in the diaphragm, the 
streaming potential, the temperature, and the pressure head.
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The work in the literature on the variation of 
the streaming potential with temperature is sparse,
Buchanan and Heymann (29), have reported that over the 
temperature range which they studied, 15° - 25° C, no 
apparent variation (within experimental error) was observed 
for the zeta potential of barium sulphate in many electrolyte 
solutions. In a later paper by the same authors (30), it is 
reported that for recrystallised barium sulphate in saturated 
barium sulphate solution, the zeta potential decreased as the 
temperature was increased from 5° - 30° 0. Bull and Gortner 
(31) carried out a systematic investigation, using cellulose 
fibres for the solid. Their results indicate that the 
temperature coefficient was small, and probably within 
experimental error. It is to be noted that with both these 
systems the zeta potential, and hence the streaming potential 
obtained, are of smaller magnitude than the present values.
( Cf. approx. values of zeta potentials for water with barium 
sulphate + 25 mv., cellulose - 15 mv,, and fused silica 
- 150 mv, )
In the paper by Bull and Gortner (31), 
investigations of the effect of temperature on the zeta 
potential made during the early 1900's are reviewed. All 
this early work is regarded as invalid because no proper 
allowance was made for the change of viscosity, dielectric 
constant or conductance with temperature.
Reports have been made (e.g. Lachs and
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Kronman (32), Wood (33)), that the zeta potential varies with 
the duration of the streaming experiment* This may he due to 
adsorption of ions taking place slowly, and in order to avoid 
any error the following procedure was adopted. The fused 
silica was well washed in the preparation of the diaphragm, 
(see Section 2 (ii) c ), Also the value of the resistance 
and potential were taken only after the solution had heen 
streamed through the diaphragm several times and constant 
values obtained at a given temperature. The hulk specific 
conductivity of this final solution was measured, and hence 
the concentration was determined.
It has also heen reported (e, g. Bull and Gortner 
(34), Wijga (35), Bishop, Urban and White (36),) that the 
zeta potential obtained using the formula quoted, is not 
independent of capillary or pore size for values below about 
50 micron radius. White, Urban and Krick (37), found that 
the zeta potential only varies when the radius is below 10 
microns. According to its derivation and final form, the 
formula does not contain a length or radius term. However, 
it has been suggested by Overbeek (24), that the correction 
for surface conductance by measuring the specific 
conductivity of the solution in the pores may be too simple. 
It would seem desirable, therefore, to study the streaming 
potential for different pore sizes, and to attempt to relate 
the apparent zeta potentials to some flow or diaphragm 
parameter. From such a parameter it might be possible to
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determine the true zeta potentials,, ( See Section 7. )
The traditional streaming potential cells (e.g. 
Gortner (58),.or Briggs (26) ), consist of an apparatus in 
which the solid material to he investigated is packed in the 
form of a plug between two electrodes. The solution is forced 
through the plug from a reservoir by its.own hydrostatic head 
of pressure. In the work of Buchanan and Heymann (29), and 
subsequent workers (39), (40), an applied air pressure was 
used.
With all these previous workers it was found 
necessary to use larger particles near the electrode than in 
the main portion of the diaphragm. This ensured that the 
particles forming the diaphragm did not escape through the 
gauze or perforated disc electrode. However, the use of 
such "packing particles" precludes, of course, the employment 
of a homogeneous diaphragm, and hence an accurate 
interpretation related to the size of the diaphragm particles. 
For the work described here, a cell has been designed where 
the diaphragm is supported on a porous glass disc. 
Consequently, the diaphragm could be composed of particles of 
a narrow size range. An allowance for the contribution of 
the disc to K 9 E and P was made; this is described in 
Section 5.
The work of Lorenz (41), (who also employed a 
porous supporting disc) may be criticised because no mention 
is made of any potential that may have been due to the
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supporting diaphragm. With his experiments the supporting 
diaphragm was thin and much more porous than the main specimen. 
It follows, therefore, that the error was probably small. With 
the size of particles used in the determination to be 
described, the error is not of a magnitude that can be 
neglected.
Preliminary experiments showed that the use of an 
applied air pressure was difficult to control and somewhat 
inaccurate. With the use of a two-reservoir system, as used 
in most previous work (38), (26), the correction for a 
changing hydrostatic pressure head seems difficult to apply 
accurately. In the present experiments, overflowing constant 
heads were used.
Bull (42), found that platinum electrodes were 
preferable to a calomel half-cell because there was less 
contamination. Later works (e.g. Buchanan and Heymann (29) ), 
have preferred the reversible silver/silver chloride 
electrodes, which avoid any polarisation. These are readily 
prepared, and produce little contamination. The effect of 
their solubility on the zeta potential has been shown (by 
Dulin and Elton (18) ), to be very small for concentrations 
of potassium chloride above 5x10“5 N. The area of the 
electrodes used has been shown (by Elton and Peace (14) ), 
not to affect the measured potential. These latter workers 
have also shown that no potential (to within 0.02 mv.) is 
generated by the movement of liquid past one or more
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electrodes, (43).
The apparatus used here consisted of. a main cell 
incorporating the glass disc, and silver/silver chloride 
electrodes connected to the constant heads,, A large volume 
of liquid could 'be used, which ensured uniformity of 
concentration and temperature of the solution throughout 
the apparatus. Runs were carried out at various temperatures 
over the range 20° - 50° C for each selected concentration 
from 10~3 to 5x10~3 no All the properties necessary for 
characterising the diaphragms were obtained as described in 
Section 5.
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S E C T I O N  2
APPARATUS 9 MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL 
TECHNIQUE
( i) Streaming: Potential Apparatus;
(a) General Description.
The apparatus consisted of a Pyrex glass main cell 
connected fty tufting to the top and bottom glass constant 
heads, (See Pig, 1,) The whole apparatus was supported on a 
rigid "Handy-angle" frame and central rod, thus allowing 
adjustment- of the top constant head. The solution was placed 
in a two litre funnel aftove the top head and, fty adjustment 
of the tap, allowed to flow at a convenient rate into this 
head. The design of the top head permitted the solution to 
continually overflow, in order to ensure a constant liquid 
level.
Connection from the top head to the cell was made 
fty plastic tufting of 1 cm. ftore. The main cell of about 50 cm. 
length and 3 cm. ftore contained two silver/silver chloride 
electrodes. Between the electrodes the silica diaphragm was 
supported on a glass disc. This disc was a Pyrex No. 1 
porosity glass disc sealed into the cell. Held through the 
diaphragm, resting on the disc, was a thermometer from which 
the temperature in the diaphragm could he determined. Prom 
the ftottom of the cell, connection was made with glass tufting 
of f cm. ftore to the ftottom constant head. Suitable rubber
connection links were inserted.here.in order to reduce the 
rigidity of the apparatus and facilitate cleaning. A screw 
clip was placed on the lower connecting link, enabling the 
streaming of the liquid to be stopped when necessary. The 
bottom constant head was arranged at a suitable height for 
placing a collecting vessel underneath, and by its design 
gave a constant liquid level from which to measure the 
pressure head,
("b) Cleaning of the Apparatus.
The apparatus could be readily taken to pieces in 
order that cleaning might be carried out. By necessity the 
cleaning agents were products that were not strongly 
adsorbed, and could be easily removed by repeated washing. 
Benzene and conc. sulphuric acid were used for cleaning, 
followed by washing with tap and distilled water, A 
continuous film of water remaining on.the glass surface was 
taken to be the test of cleanliness. Plastic and rubber 
connection tubes were cleaned by boiling successively in 
sodium carbonate solution, very dilute hydrochloric acid and 
finally distilled water. The apparatus was kept "capped" as 
much as possible in order to avoid contamination from 
laboratory dust.
In order to prevent a leak of solution caused by 
pressure it was found necessary to use a grease on the 
electrode stoppers, "Apiezon M" was used because water in 
contact with it gave no sign of grease with the lycopodium
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powder test. The use of silicone greases must he avoided 
because of their solubility in water. Other joints were
made without the use of any grease.
(c) Silver/Silver Chloride Electrodes.
This type of reversible electrode was used because 
it was found to be the most stable and readily prepared.
Those in this apparatus consisted of 4 cm. platinum wires 
each sealed into a 33.14. cone, electrical contact being made 
by mercury leads. In order that an even deposit of silver 
could be obtained on the wire, the sharp end was first 
"rounded" in an oxygen flame. The silver/silver chloride 
coatings were prepared by a method after Brown (44).
The platinum wires were cleaned by immersion in 
boiling conc. nitric acid followed by copious washings with 
tap and conductivity water. They were then electrolysed as 
the cathode in a plating solution for six hours with a current
of one milliamp, a strip of silver gauze being used as the
anode. This plating solution was prepared by dissolving 13 gra 
of AnalaR potassium cyanide in 400 ml. of conductivity water. 
To this was added solid AnalaR silver nitrate at 50° - 60° C 
whilst stirring constantly for half an hour, until only just 
a little formed precipitate remained undissolved. The 
solution and small amount of precipitate were transferred to 
a two litre standard flask and made up to the mark with 
conductivity water. The small precipitate ensured that the 
solution contained no free cyanide which is detrimental to
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the platingo
After the silver plating, the electrodes were 
washed overnight in a.continuous flow of distilled water.
Using the silvered wire as the anode with a platinum wire for 
the cathode, the formation of silver chloride was effected by - 
electrolysing in N/10 hydrochloric acid for one hour-.with a 
current of milliamps. Finally the electrodes were washed 
for three hours in a continuous flow of. distilled ..water, and 
left to soak overnight in conductivity water. The electrodes 
made in this way were found to he very stable and to have a 
long life. When it was decided to remake them, the silver 
chloride v/as removed by standing in conc. ammonia solution; 
the silver was removed in cone, nitric acid.
(d) Temperature.
Because measurements with the apparatus' were not 
affected by small changes in room temperature it was not 
necessary to use an air thermostat. By use of the thermometer 
contained in the main cell, the temperature at which the 
streaming potential and resistance measurements of the 
diaphragm with disc were made was determined. This was read 
to the nearest 0.5° F. In order that the range 50° - 20° 0 
could be studied it was necessary to add the solutions to the 
two litre funnel over the range 55° - 20° C„ This allowed 
for initial loss of heat. Readings were taken when the 
temperature became steady and were found not to vary from 
the commencement to the finish of a particular measurement.
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(e) Formation of the Silica Diaphragm,
The diaphragm was formed from the prepared.silica.
( See Section 2 (ii) c. ) It was added to the apparatus in 
the form of a slurry. ’’Bedding-down” of the diaphragm was 
accomplished hy streaming many litres of distilled water 
through the apparatus. The criterion of correct packing was 
when the rate of -flow of the solutions became constant at a 
given temperature. The pressure head used for this packing 
was adjusted .with the '’bedding-down’* so that the rate of flow 
of solution conformed to the set standard adopted with silica 
size A. (See Section 5 (viii). )
( ii) Preparation and Purification of Materials:
(a) Potassium Chloride,
AnalaR potassium chloride was recrystallised three 
times from conductivity water, rejecting the first crystals 
that formed each time. The final crystals were drained free 
of the mother liquor and dried in an air oven at 120° C in a 
platinum dish. These crystals were stored in a vacuum 
desiccator.,
C>) Water.
Owing to the large quantities of solutions which 
were necessary, distilled water was used throughout the 
streaming experiments. This was taken from a still which had 
been well aged and kept in a clean atmosphere. The water was 
tested for grease by the lycopodium powder method and no 
grease was found. Measurements showed that the water had a
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specific conductivity at 25° C of approximately 2.5 (± 0.5) 
gemmhos which corresponds to an equivalent concentration of 
potassium chloride of approximately 1.7 (+ 0.5) x 10""® N,
Conductivity water used in preparing the 
electrodes and general washing was obtained from a column 
packed with a mixed anion- and cation- exchange resin 
supplied by The Permutit Co. Ltd., under the name of ”Bio - 
deminrolit”.
(c) Silica.
Picked large-size fragments of fused silica were 
supplied by the Termal Syndicate Ltd., as it was found that 
their ground product was not always free from carbon or 
carborundum. The silica was most conveniently ground in the 
dry state, using a large mortar and pestle. A sized specimen 
suitable for preparing the diaphragm was obtained by sieving, 
using a graded set of silk sieves. ( For size ranges see 
Section 5 (i) b. ) The process was repeated at least three 
times. Sieving did not remove the very fine colloidal-size 
silica which tended to adhere to the specimen. However, 
successive washings with water and separation by decantation 
proved effective. The silica was cleaned with the products 
resulting from a ’’Hilditch” reaction (reaction between ethyl 
alcohol and conc. nitric acid, 1:10). Because the reaction 
is surface catalysed it is necessary to moderate it in the 
case of powders by diluting the alcohol with a rinse of water 
before adding the nitric acid. It is to be noted that boiling
\  C e ll1500 CYCLES
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conc* nitric acid is unsuitable for cleaning silica as it 
produces a large quantity of fine and colloidal particles.,
The silica was washed many times using tap water followed by 
distilled water,, Finally it was stored under conductivity 
water in stoppered conicals. ( For silica particle size 
analysis see Section 5 (i), (ii) and (via). )
(iii) Measurement of Resistance:
(a) Description of the Bridge.
The conventional Wheatstone Bridge method was used 
for the measurement of resistance. ( See Fig. 2. )
A metre wire ab, of total resistance about 10 ohms 
with end resistances (non-inductively wound) r-^ and r2 , each 
of about 50.6 ohms, provided the ratio arms of the bridge.
One resistance r*^ could be shorted out when measuring 
resistances greater than 10,000 ohms*
The resistance X, consisted of two variable non­
reactive decade resistance boxes of 0.1$ grade in series, 
having a total resistance of 22,222.2 ohms in 0.01 ohm stages 
( supplied by Sullivan and Griffiths Ltd. and Croydon 
Instrument Co. ). These were compared with a box which had 
been previously calibrated by the National Physical Laboratory.
In parallel with X was a variable Sullivan stable 
mica condenser F, having a continuous range up to 0.1 julF to 
compensate for cell capacities. In certain circumstances it 
was found necessary to place a variable condenser of maximum
capacitance 0.005yu.F across the cell terminals to balance out 
the residual capacity of the box F.
The sliding contact, c, consisted of a glass block 
across the face of which was secured a thin wire, and which 
rested at right-angles to the bridge wire. In this way, the 
position of contact could be read through the glass to 
0.02 cm., and reproduced to 0.04 cm.
One instrument supplied by Airmee Laboratories 
Ltd. incorporated the oscillator and detector, D. This 
oscillator provided an output voltage of good sine-wave form 
at a frequency of 1500 cycles per second, whilst the detector 
unit consisted of an amplifier and null-reading microammeter. 
Screened twin flex was used for the input lead, but unscreened 
flex for the oscillator output. Earthing of the bridge was 
found to be unnecessary.
The central reversing switch made it possible to 
interchange the position of the cell and the resistance box 
X with respect to the bridge wire. All connections were made 
using heavy gauge copper wire in order to avoid unknown extra 
resistances; connections to the cell were made through mercury 
cups.
(■b) Use of the Bridge for measurements
up to 10,000 ohms.
The electrical centre of the bridge wire was 
determined at each measurement of resistance. X was adjusted 
until a balance was obtained with the contact wire c, at
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approximately the geometric centre of the bridge wire, when 
the cell and resistance X were reversed. Before adjusting 
the resistance X or the sliding contact, the variable 
condenser F was altered to give the minimum deflection on the 
null-reading microammeter with every reversal. Without 
altering X, a new balance position for the contact wire was 
obtained. The contact was then placed at the mean of these 
two positions, and a balance again found by adjusting X.
This procedure was repeated until the two positions of the 
contact.coincided, the resistance of the cell then being read 
directly from the box X.
(c) Use of the Bridge for measurements
greater than 10,000 ohms.
For measurements greater than 10,000 ohms, the 
resistance ri was shorted out and the bridge calibrated as 
follows. e
A resistance box R, calibrated by the N.P.L. was 
placed in the position of the cell and various'resistance 
ratios, X/R, were arranged. For each value, a balance point 
was determined on the bridge wire and the ratios so adjusted 
to obtain various.balance points over the whole length of the 
wire. This was done for values of R at both 1,000 and 10,000 
ohms, where no difference of the bridge wire reading was noted 
within experimental measurement. A graph of X/R against 
length of bridge wire L was a straight line over the range of 
length 35 to 60 cm. The slope and intercept of the line were
r >
I J
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obtained by the method of least squares. ( See Appendix III. ) 
Resistances R, to he measured was calculated from
1 _ m L +  c
R * X
where m and c are constants' corresponding to the slope and
intercept. With the above range of length of bridge wire it
was possible to measure resistances up to 600,000 ohms to an
accuracy of 0.1% This was adequate for measuring the highest
experimental resistances. The calibration'was checked at the
beginning of a set of experimental runs and, where necessary,
new values of the constants used in the calculations,
(iv) Measurement of Bulk Conductivity:
Bulk conductivity was measured in a Hartley - 
Barrett type of cell (45), shown diagrammatically in Pig.3.
The cell was made of Pyrex glass with a stoppered electrode
portion, and had a capacity of about 120 ml. It was not 
found necessary to use any grease on the stoppers. The actual 
electrodes were made of stout platinum held apart by glass 
’’spacers’1, (not shown in diagram), which v/ere fixed through 
small holes in the corners of the electrodes.
Cleaning of the cell and electrodes was effected 
by washing successively with benzene, conc. sulphuric acid 
and finally tap and distilled water. The electrodes in the 
cell were then soaked in water for a long period before a 
determination was made. This method was adopted because it
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was found that it did not change the cell constant nor 
remove the ’’spacers’1 as is the tendency with the more violent 
and drastic ’’Hilditch” reaction.
Measurements of the resistance cf the cell, and 
hence of 'bulk conductivities, were carried out at a room 
temperature. The temperature of the solution was determined 
to the nearest 0.1° C with a thermometer; the results were 
analysed as in Section 3 (i). This method was adopted.as 
being sufficiently accurate for the purposes of the 
calculations involved. It saved a large delay in the 
experiments which would have resulted from the use of a 25° C 
oil bath. The cell constant was determined from the 
resistance of an accurately known potassium chloride 
solution. The usual concentration taken was approximately 
5 x 1 0“3 . made up by weight.
(v)- Measurement of Potential;
(a) Description of the Millivoltmeter.
A portable pH meter (as supplied by the Cambridge 
Instrument Co.), switched to measure millivolts, was used to 
measure the streaming potentials. The essential feature of 
this instrument was that it had a very small current drainage 
so that no appreciable voltage drop occurred. The system can 
be likened to a source of E.M.F. of very high internal 
resistance (owing to the dilute nature of the solutions and 
the low electrical conductivity of silica), and hence able 
to supply only a small current. The range of potential
fem-u-
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measured could "be from 0 to 1,000 mv„, the value being 
estimated to the nearest 0.5 mv.
(b>) Calibration of the Millivoltmeter.
The calibration of the voltmeter was accomplished 
by applying an accurately known potential difference to the 
input terminals and subsequently reading off the voltage on 
the meter. The potential difference was obtained by using a 
potential dividing circuit. ( See Fig. 4A. )
This consisted of two cells of a stable six 
volt accumulator, W, variable standard resistance boxes,
Y and 2, together with suitable copper wire connections to 
the millivoltmeter. The box Y had a. range from 1,000 to 
100 ohms, while 2 was set at 5,000 or 10,000 ohms. By 
varying Y at the set values of Z a range of applied 
potential difference could be obtained. It follows
. Y t W
Applied Voltage = — -----=r~•L + li
The E,M.F. of the two cells f was determined by 
the Potentiometer method. ( See Fig. 4B, ) A steady 
current from a six volt accumulator was maintained across a 
slide wire ef, of resistance approximately 19 ohms. W was 
then placed at U, being connected to one end of the wire f 
and through a galvanometer G to a movable contact h. If 
the fall of potential between f and h, corresponding to the 
current, is equal to the E.M.F. of the cell U, there will be 
no current in the galvanometer. The balancing was repeated
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with a Standard Weston Cadmium Cell at U and the new length
(fh)g determined. Since the wire was uniform, the potential
difference between two points on it was proportional to the 
length of wire between the points. Thus
(fh)^ E.M.F. of cells
(fh)g E.M.F. of Weston cell
In order to eliminate ,fend effects” all the cells 
were reversed in position, with respect to the slide wire, 
and an average value taken for the length fh. The 5 ohm 
resistance was included in the circuit so that a large value 
for length fh with the given two cell accumulator was 
obtained.
A graph was drawn of the true value in mv. against
the meter reading. This was found to be a straight line
over the whole range used, 0-800 mv. The slope and intercept 
of the straight line were obtained by the method of least 
squares,  ^ See Appendix III.-.) The true value of the 
streaming potential E was calculated from
E = m x (millivoltmeter reading) + c
where m and c are constants corresponding to the slope and
intercept. The calibration was checked at the beginning of 
a set of experimental runs and, where necessary, new 
constants used in the calculations.
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(vi) Measurement of Pressure Head;
(a) Considerations in Fixing the Pressure Head.
The top constant head was placed on the supporting 
frame as high as experimentally convenient with the first 
runs on the smallest-size silica A* This ensured that- the 
potential measured was high and therefore as accurate as 
possible for the experimental conditions. The position of 
the top head with silica B and C, and also Glass 1, was 
determined by the rate of flow of the solutions. ( See 
Section 5 (viii). ) This rate of flow was kept constant at 
given temperatures.
(b) Method of Measurement.
The pressure head was determined by measuring the 
height of the solution levels at top and bottom .constant 
heads against a scale fixed to the apparatus-supporting frame.. 
Measurements were made to within 0.05 cm. With the much 
smaller heights for the glass-disc-only runs, a cathetometer 
was used and the measurements made to within 0.01 cm.
The pressure head was calculated, at each set 
temperature from the pressure-head heights determined in the 
experiments, using the formula,
P - jo.g. h.
where P is the pressure head at temperature t° C
jo is the density of the solution at t° C
g is the acceleration of gravity
h is the pressure-head height.
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: S E C T I O N  5
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
(i) Determination of Bulk Conductivities and Concentrations:
The results obtained from a measurement of the 
resistance of the conductivity cell (as described in Section 
2 (iv) ) for the streaming solutions were analysed as follows. 
Prom the measured resistance the specific conductivity , 
of the solution at the experimental temperature was determined 
knowing the cell constant. This was converted to a 
specific conductivity of the solution at 25,0° C using the 
relationship
K>t *
a ;
where A2jandAt are ‘fc*ie equivalent conductivities of potassium 
chloride at infinite dilution for 25° and t° C respectively.
( For values and graph of A  for potassium chloride at 
different temperatures see Appendix 11(a). ) The temperature 
was measured to 0.1° C, and from the graph of temperature 
against A the value ofAg obtained to 0.1 ohms cm^. This 
possible error of t 0.1° C in measuring the temperature causes 
a possible error of approximately i 0. 2% in the value of the 
calculated specific conductivity. Using a similar equation 
to the one above, the bulk specific conductivity was obtained 
at the various set temperatures.
The determination of the cell constant used in
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measuring the hulk conductivity was carried out hy measuring 
the resistance of an accurately known potassium chloride 
solution (see Section 2 (iv) )„ The cell constant was found 
hy means of the formula
E . A . . c
Cell Constant = ——  ---— — -
1000
where R is measured resistance in ohms*
C is the concentration in normality,
A is equivalent conductivity at the temperature and 
concentration of the resistance measurement,,
This equivalent conductivity was obtained at the experimental
concentration from the formula
A = 149.92 - 93.85 ^/cT + 50 C
(Eef. 46)
after the data of Shedlovsky for potassium chloride at 25° C„ 
For conversion to the experimental temperature, use was made 
of the ratios of the equivalent conductivities at infinite 
dilution, as described previously for the specific 
conductivities. An error in the measurement of the temperature 
of + 0,1° C with the cell constant determination produces a 
possible error of approximately * 0.3% for the value of this 
cell constant.
All bulk concentrations were calculated as nominal 
values from the total conductivity of the solutions. The 
contribution of the solvent to the total conductivity, was 
regarded as an additive equivalent concentrat ion of potassium 
chloride, in all the calculations except for the final
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determination of the true zeta potential. This method was 
the most convenient "because it was unnecessary to allow for 
the contribution of the solvent to the total conductivity 
"before the final stage of the calculation (viz., the obtaining 
of the true zeta potentials). The correction was made for the 
true zeta potentials in order that the results could be 
evaluated at concentrations comparable with the values in the 
literature. ( See Section 7. )
Thus for the calculation of the bulk concentration, 
a graph of log^Q (specific conductivity) against log10 
(concentration) was used. ( for values and graph see 
Appendix II (b). ) In this way, using the determined value 
of /f2r, taking the logarithm, reading off the graph the value 
of the corresponding log1Q (concentration), and taking the 
antilogarithm, the bulk concentration was determined. The 
possible error of + 0.1° C introduced from the temperature 
measurement produces here an error of approximately + 0.2$.
(ii) Analysis of Resistance Measurements for the Diaphragms
and Disc:
(a) Conditions of Measurement,
The resistance measurements obtained in a streaming 
run were for the combination of the silica diaphragm and 
glass disc at the experimental concentration, over a range of 
temperature. The silica diaphragm and glass disc were 
regarded as two diaphragms in series. It has been shown by 
Lorenz (47) that with a streaming potential experiment and two
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diaphragms in series* the resistances ohey an ordinary series 
summation law8 Hence
= ^sg ^g
where Rs is the resistance for the silica diaphragm only,
Eg is the resistance for the glass disc only,
RSg is the resistance for the silica diaphragm and
glass disc together.
This summation law* as given hy Lorenz, only holds if there is 
no electroviscous effect. It was found that within the 
experimental error there was no change in the rate of flow 
of the solution with concentration (see Section 5 (viii) )* 
so that electroviscosity is negligible under the experimental 
conditions used.
Experiments were therefore carried out using 
exactly the same conditions with and without the silica 
diaphragm* and from the above formula the resistance of the 
silica only was obtained. This method obviated any electrode- 
and end- effects of the main cell* as these were common to 
both runs* with and without the silica. For justification of 
the use of the formula Rs = RSg - Rg see Appendix IV.
In order that the above mathematical manipulation 
with the glass disc and silica diaphragms could be made* it 
was necessary to have the results at set temperatures and 
concentrations. This was accomplished as described in the 
next two sub-sections, (b), (c).
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(Id) Evaluation at Set Temperatures0
The resistance measurements, either of the glass 
only or of the glass and silica, were evaluated at set 
temperatures "by a graphical method., A graph of temperature 
against resistance measured was drawn (for typical graph see 
Fig. 5) and the resistance values at 5° 0 intervals obtained 
over the range 50° - 20° C.
For an example of a typical run see Tables 1 and 
2.‘ The resistance was calculated from the unbalanced bridge 
formula. (See Section 2 (iii) c.)
The equation used here was
X
R =   — ------ ---
1.06697x10-3(l ) _ 1,97x10-3
With the temperature - resistance plot the deviations of 
individual points from the smooth curve were not normally 
greater than 0. 5%,
(c) Evaluation at Set Concentrations.
Various methods of interpolation were tried in 
order to calculate, at set concentrations, the resistances 
from the experimental concentration values. These were 
carried out for each set temperature. A direct plot of 
resistance against concentration gave very inaccurate values 
at low concentrations. ( See Fig. 6,) The most convenient 
plot was found to be one of log10 (concentration) against 
loglO (resistance), which gave a good straight line (for 
example see Fig. n This is theoretically predictable, if it
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TABLE 1
Resistance for Glass 1 - Silica A at strength 4 
and experimental temperatures
Temperature 
. °G : '
Res is tance 
X
ohms.
• ——-1
Bridge Wire 
Reading L 
cm0 .
Measured
Resistance
ohms.
45.8 .14,000 : 48,56 280,888
COoLO 14,000 48,42 281,730
36.1 17,000 49.78 332,395
COoLOCO : 17,000 49.46 . 334,632
31c 1 19,000 51. 24 360,518
30c 3 ; 19,000 50, 84 363,462
27.8 20,000 - 50,98 381,505
250 0 ,■ 21, 300 , . 51.26 403,998
24.7 p 21,300 51.38 403, 020
20.3 22, 000 49.06 436,716
TABLE 2
Smoothed values from graph for Glass 1 - Silica A 
at strength. 4 and set temperatures
...... ... ....—  • -1
Temperature
°c ;
Resistance
ohms.
50 259,500
45 284,500
40 310,500
35 338,500
30 369,500
25 403,500
20 440,500
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is assumed 1ihat the equivalent conductivity remains 
practically constant over the concentration range, For,
- potassium chloride at 25° C, A varies hy only 1,5$ over the
whole concentration range used, 10~3 to 5x10-5 N,■ The
equations of these straight lines were determined hy the 
method of least squares, and the values of resistance 
calculated at the set concentrations. This was carried out 
for each set temperature. The percentage deviation of the 
experimental points from this straight line was random, and 
calc'dlations showed that normally the resistance obtained was 
not in error hy more than 1 - g$.
( For a typical example of the above calculations see 
Appendix III.)
(iii) Analysis of Potential Measurements for the Diaphragms
and Disc:
(a) Conditions of Measurementc
As with the resistance measurements, the potential 
obtained was for the combination of the silica diaphragm and 
glass disc. Again the silica and glass were regarded as two 
diaphragms in series. The total streaming potential was 
given by the summation of the individual potentials. Hence
^s = Esg ~
where Es is the streaming potential for the silica diaphragm 
' ' . • only,
Eg is the streaming potential for the glass disc only,
u>
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ESg is the streaming potential for the silica diaphragm
.and glass disc together,
the rates of flow being the same for all cases.
The experiments were carried out, using the same 
rate of flow with and without the silica diaphragm, which 
enabled the potential to be calculated for the silica only by 
the use of the above formula. This method thus allowed for 
any potential set up by the streaming of the solution in the 
main cell past the electrodes. (See Section 1. )
The potential measurements were evaluated for set 
temperatures and concentrations as described in the next two 
sub-sections, (b),(c)»
(b) Evaluation at Set Temperatures.
The potential measurements for the glass and silica 
together were evaluated at set temperatures by a graphical 
method. A graph of temperature against potential, E, was 
drawn, (for typical graph see Pig.8) and the potential values 
interpolated at 5° C intervals over the range 50° - 20° C.
The potential for the glass only was found to be independent 
of temperature variation, within the experimental range and 
accuracy.
For an example of a typical run, see Tables 3 and 
4. The potential was calculated from the millivoltmeter 
readings using a calibration formula. ( See Section 2(v) b. ) 
The equation used here was :-
E s 1,0286 x (millivoltmeter reading) 1.18 mv.
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TABLE 5
Potential for Glass 1 - Silica A at strength 4 
and experimental temperatures
Temperature
°G
Millivoltmeter 
Read ing 
mv.
* E |
\
mv.
45.8 480 492.5
35.8 468 480. 2
31.1 462 474. 0
27. 8 455 466.8
24.7 447 458.6
20.0 439 450.4
TABLE 4
Smoothed values from graph for Glass 1 - Silica A 
at strength 4 and set temperatures
Temperature
°C
Potential E 
mv.
50 500. 6
45 494.0
40 486.8
35 479.0
30 470. 4
25 461. 0
20 450.4
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The deviations of individual points from the 
•smooth curve with the temperature - potential plot were not 
normally greater than O,4%0
(c) Evaluation of E at Bet Concentrations.. ;
Various plots were tried for the interpolation of 
potentials at set concentrations from those at experimental 
concentrations. These were carried out for each set 
temperature. As was the case for the variation of resistance 
with concentration, a direct plot of E against temperature 
gave very inaccurate values at low concentrations. ( See 
Fig. 9. ) The most convenient plot was found to he one of 
loglO (concentration) against log10 (potential), which gave a 
good straight line for values below about 5x1 0“4 n. ( See 
Pig. 10. . ) Equations of the lines were determined by the 
method of least squares, not using any potential value above 
about 5x10“^ N. Values of the potential were then calculated 
at the set concentrations for each set temperature; the range 
of set concentration used was from 10“3 to 5x10“  ^N. The 
percentage deviation of the experimental points from the 
straight line was random, and normally not more than 2 -.3$.
( For an example of the method of calculation, see that for 
the calculation of resistance, given in Appendix III. )
(iv) Determination of Cell Constants of Silica Diaphragms
and G-lass Disc:
(a) Consideration of Conditions.
In order that the cell constant of the diaphragm
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and disc, or disc only, could'"be calculated, the specific 
conductivity of the solution in these diaphragms had to he 
° the same as that of the hulk solution. That is to say, 
surface conductance had to he absent. It was found that a 
2x10-2 N solution of potassium chloride satisfied these 
conditions, and no streaming potential was observed at this 
concentration. ( For further discussion see Section 6„ ) 
Using a solution of this strength, accurately 
made up hy weight, the cell constant was determined. Great 
care was taken to ensure that the streaming solution was of 
the accurately known predetermined strength. This was done 
j hy continued streaming until no change was observed in the 
resistance at a given temperature, with fresh solution. The 
values of the cell constants were calculated using the method 
outlined for the cell constant determination for the hulk 
conductivity cell in Section 3 (i). The resistances used 
were those calculated by the method in Section 3 (ii). ( For
a detailed consideration of the calculation and significance 
of the cell constant, see Appendix XV. )
(h) Results for the Silica Diaphragms and Glass Disc.
The results for the glass disc are given in 
Tables 5 and 6. With the silica diaphragms the results are
given in Tables 7 - 1 5  for silica sizes A,B and C.
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TABLE 5
Resistances for Glass 1 only for 2 x 10”^ N solution 
at set temperatures
Temperature
°G
■... .... ]
Resistance j
ohms,, |
50 1188
45 1245
40 1331
35 1461
30 1649
25 1893
20 2136
TABLE 6
Cell Constants for glass 1 only at set temperatures
Temperature Cell Constant
°C
50 5* 00
45 4. 86
40 4# 81
35 4. 84
30 4. 98
25 5.21
20 5.32
Average value of cell constant to "be used in calculating 
specific conductivities for glass only . 5,00
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TABLE 7
Resistances for Glass 1 - Silica A for 2 x 10-2. ^ solution
at sef^ tenixiierasures
Temperature
°C
— . ---  - --- _---  — ,— ,
Resistance
ohms.
50 2170
45 2325
40 2520
35 2750
30 3035
25 3405
20 3915
TABLE 8
o
Resistances for Silica A for 2 x 10 N solution 
at set temperatures
(?
Temperature
°C
Resistance
ohms.
50 982
45 1080
40 1189
35 1289
30 1386/
23 1512
20 1779
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TABLE 9
Cell Constants for Silica A at set temperatures
Temperature
°C
!
Cell Constant
50 4,13
45 v 4. 21
40 4. 30
35 4. 27
30 4.19
25 4.16
20 4.43
Average value of cell constant to Be used in calculating 
specific conductivities 4. 24
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TABLE 10
Resistances for Glass 1 - Silica B for 2 x ILCTS N solution
at set temperatures
Temperature
°C
Resistance
ohms.
50 2089
45 2199
40 2413
35 2658
30 2936
25 3268
20 3648
TABLE 11
Resistances for Silica B for 2 x 1CTS N solution 
at set temperatures
Temperature 
°C \
Resistance
ohms.
50 901
45 954
40 1082
35 1197
30 1287
25 1375
20 1512
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TABLE 12
Cell Constants for Silica B at set temperatures
Temperature
°C
Cell Constant
50
.
3. 79
45 3.72
40 3„ 91
35 3a 97
30 3. 89
25 3.79
’ 20 3. 76
Average value of cell constant to *be used in calculating 
specific conductivities (nj) 3.83
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TABLE 15
Resistances for Class 1 - Silica C for 2 x 10~^ .N solution
at set temperatures
Temperature
°C
Resistance
ohms.
50 2101
45 2286
40 2497
35 2729
30 2999
25 3330
20 3769
TABLE 14
Resistances for Silica C for 2 x 10-2 N solution 
at set temperatures
Temperature
°C
Resistance
ohms.
50 913
45 1041
40 1166
35 1268
30 1350
25 1437
20 1633
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TABLE 15
Cell Constants for Silica C at set temperatures
Temperature
°C
Cell Constant
50 - 3*84
45 4„ 06
40 4o 21
35 4. 20
30 00oo 
.
. 25 : 3* 96
20 4* 07
Average value of cell constant to Le used in calculating 
specific conductivities 4e 06
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(c) Consideration of the Results.
Values of the cell constants of the diaphragms and 
disc, used in calculating the specific conductivities from 
the*resistances, were average ones for the whole temperature 
range. The deviations of the individual values, at the set 
temperatures, from these average values were never more than- 
4%e The specific conductivities of the solutions in the various 
sized-silica diaphragms converge at a point at high 
concentration,, This point was located on the true specific 
conductivity plot of Shedlovsky, from which it was concluded 
that the values of the cell constants taken were sufficiently 
j accurate for the purposes of the calculations involved. ( For 
further discussion see Section 6 and Appendix IV. )
(v) Variation of E/P for different values of P:
(a) Consideration of Conditions.
The basic equation given in Section 1 may he
expressed as
J 3 _  = £ £
? A-nrjfC
This equation shows that the ratio E/P should he a constant 
for the streaming of a solution of given strength through a 
given diaphragm at a set temperature. In order to test the 
ahove conclusion, experiments were carried out as follows.
A solution of known strength (approx. 1CT4 N) was 
streamed through the silica diaphragm, size C, (together 
with the glass disc) over a range of temperature, as with an
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ordinary run. From this the potential was determined at set 
temperatures as explained previously; the pressure head was 
measured as in Section 2 (vi). The runs were repeated at 
two more fixed pressure-head heights. Consequently, the 
values of E/P were determined at the set temperatures for 
three values of the pressure-head height. It was found that 
the rate of flow with this "bedded down” silica diaphragm did 
not change over the run at any of the given heights.
Unfortunately the concentration over the three 
sets of experiments did not remain exactly the same. The 
total change over the range was about 5% and consequently the 
values of E/P were not quite constant at a set temperature.
By-using the same solution throughout the runs, a slight 
laboratory contamination was introduced, causing this 
variation in concentration. The time taken for the E/P 
experiments, with rates of flow determinations, was long; it 
was approximately the time taken for an ordinary run, (i.e., 
several days) over a complete range of concentration.
However, a correction was made to the values of 
the measured potential, using the assumption that the potential 
was inversely proportional to the concentration. This 
assumption was valid at concentrations of the order of 10-4 n 
for a small range, such as the observed variation in these 
experiments. (Consider the concentration - potential curve 
in Fig. 9 at about 10“^ N. Here the graph has a linear range, 
the line being of small slope.)
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(h) Results of E/P Experiments.
Analysis for 0011113130.61. Glass and Silica, size C results.
All values of E are corrected according, to the millivoltmeter
calibration,
TABLE 16
Height 1 : Measured pressure-head height 74065 cm.
Concentration 1„455 x 10~4 Nc
Temperature
°C
Ei
mv.
%/Pl 
(x 10®)
50 202. 5 2. 799
45 201o 7 2.781
40 200. 7 2. 762
35 199.4 2. 739
30 197. 8 2. 713
25 195.5 2.677
20 192. 0 2.626
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TABLE 17
.Height 2i Measured pressure-head height 153.40 cm* 
Concentration 1.489 x 10~4 Nc
j
Temp.
°c
T7\
mv.
s2/p2 
(x 103)
: e 2a/P2
(x 103)
W B2a/P2
(x 103)
% difference t 
on E^ /P-^
50 405. 0 2. 724 2.814 - 0.015 - 0. 54
45 401.8 2.696 2. 785 - 0.004 - 0.14
40 398.6 2.669 2. 757 + 0.005 , + 0.18
35 395.4 2.643 2. 730 + ’0.009 + 0.33
30 391.7 ; 2.614 2. 700 + 0.013 + 0.48
25 387. 5 j 2.583 2. 668 + Oo009 + 0.34
20 381. 8 2.542 2. 626 0. 000 0.00
Conversion factor used for Eg to Eg^ was 1.033 
i.e. a change in potential of 3.3%
. . .  1.489 - 1.435
Increase m  concentration w a s  ~y~435-- ~~ x 100 = 3.8%
Agreement here between increase in concentration (3.8%) 
and the corresponding factor necessary to raise the potential 
to the comparable value of height 1 (3.3%) was apparent.
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TABLE 18
Height 3: Measured pressure-head height 108.15'em. 
Concentration 10508 x 10“4 N.
Temp.
°C
%
mv.
e3/p3
(x 103)
E3a /P3 
(x 103)
El/P1“E3A/P3 
(x 103)
% difference 
on Ep/P-L
50 280.8 2. 679 2.799 0. 000 0. 00
45 279.6 2.661 2. 780 + 0.001 + 0. 04
40 278. 2 2. 643 2.761 + 0.001 + 0.04
35 276. 5 2.622 2. 739 0.000 0. 00
30 274.4 2. 598 2. 714 - 0.001 - 0.04
25 271.7 2.568 2.683 - 0.006 - 0.22
20 268.4 2. 534 2. 648 - 0.022 - 0. 84
Conversion factor used for Eg to was 1.045
i.e. a change in potential of 4.5%
Increase in concentration was x 100 = 5.1%
Agreement here Between increase in concentration (5.1%) 
and the corresponding factor necessary to raise the potential 
to the comparable value of height 1 (4.5%) was apparent.
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The E/P experiments have also heen analysed on 
the hasis of results for silica only*
The values of the potentials for silica only 
were calculated from the formula Es = 'E- , (see Section
3 (iii) a )* This formula only holds when the individual 
values of the potentials are all for the same pressure drop 
across the different diaphragms* It follows, therefore, 
that the potentials are for the same rate of flow with glass 
and silica com'bined as for the glass only*
For Height 1, the rates of flow were the same for 
glass and silica combined and also for the glass only* They 
were equal to the rates of flow for silica A, B, and C and 
also for glass only 1* , ( Bee Section 5 (viii)0 ) 
Consequently, the potentials for silica only at Height 1 
could be calculated from the above potential formula* The 
values of Eg were obtained at the experimental concentration 
from the equation of the straight line for the logpo 
(concentration) - logpo (pc^ential) graph calculated by the 
method of least squares* ( See Section 3 (iii) c* )
The value of the pressure head for silica only 
and Height 1, was calculated from the pressure-head height 
determined from the formula
he, = tv . hn.b gs g
where hs is the pressure-head height for silica only
hg is the pressure-head height for glass only
hgS is the pressure-head height for glass and silica
combined*
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This formula held for the eases where the rates of flow with 
glass and silica combined and glass only were equal.
With Heights 2 and 3, hoth the potential and 
pressure-head height for glass only were corrected for the 
different rates of flow. Thus the corrected pressure drop 
across the diaphragms was equal. It can he seen that
hgl x rn
if hgn is the pressure-head height for glass only, at
comparable pressure drop across disc, for height n 
hgi is the pressure-head height for glass only at height 1
rn is the rate of flow at temperature t° C for glass
and silica combined for height n 
rl is the rate of flow at temperature t° C for glass and 
silica combined for height 1.
An average value of hg.n was used in the formula,
there being less than + 1.5# deviation from the mean value
at the set temperatures. The potential was corrected by using 
the ratio of the average value of hgn to hgl.
In this way E/P was calculated. As explained for 
the case of the combined results, a correction factor 
allowing for the change in concentration over the runs was 
necessary, in order to give comparable values, (Eg to Eg^ 
and Eg to E3A ).
The results are shown in Tables 19 - 21. It is
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seen that the ratios of E/P for the silica only are 
constant, within experimental error, for the different 
heights studied and that low values are obtained for the 
percentage deviations. These conclusions give further 
support to the method of calculating the potential values.
( See Section 3 (iii) a* )
(c) Conclusions regarding the fixing of the
Pressure Head.
It was seen from the experiments described in 
the previous sub-section that the value of E/P in a given 
system was constant within experimental error. The fixing 
of the pressure head for the various silica diaphragms 
therefore need not be made to a constant rate of flow value.
Hence, the streaming potential set up in the 
silica diaphragm may be obtained by subtracting the potential 
for the glass disc from the total potential of the two 
diaphragms in series, provided that the potentials used are 
for the same rate of flow, in each case. Similarly, the 
pressure drop across the silica diaphragm is equal to the 
total pressure drop, less the pressure drop across the glass 
disc, for the same rate of flow in each. For this reason 
rates of flow must be determined in all streaming experiments. 
( See Section 5 (viii). )
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Analysis for Silica, size C only results.,
All values of E are corrected according to the raillivoltmeter
calibration,,
TABLE 19
Height 1: Pressure-head height 74.65 - 10,98 = 63,67 cm.
Concentration 1.435 x 10“^ N.
Temperature
°C
EX
mv„
El/Pi 
(x 103)
50 195.1 3.161
45 194.3 3.141
40 193.3 3.119
35 192.0 3.092
30 190.4 3.062
25 188.1 3.020
20 184.6 2.961
Glass only calculated value of E at Height 1 concentration
7.4 my.
(There was no variation of potential noted over the 
given temperature range with glass only. See Section 4. )
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TABLE SO
Height 2 1 Pressure-head height 153.40 - 21.46 = 131. 94 cm. 
Concentration 1.489 x 10~^ Hc
Temp.
°C
, e2
mv.
E2/P2 . 
(x 103)
W p2
(x 105)
El'/Pl"E2A//P2 
(x 103)
% difference 
on
50 391.1 3.058 3.174 - 0. 013 - 0.41
45 387.9 3.026 3.141 0. 000 0. 00
40 384. 7 2.995 3.109 + 0.010 + 0. 32
35 : 381.5 2. 947 3.059 + 0. 033 + 1.07
30 377.8 2.932 3. 043 + 0.019 + 0o 62
25 373.6 2.895 3. 005 + 0.015 + 0.50
20 367.9 2.847 2.955 + 0.006 + 0. 20
Glass only calculated value of E at Height 2 concentration 
and rate of flow 13. 9 mv.
Conversion factor used for E2 to Eg^ was 1.038.
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TABLE 21
Height 3: Pressure-head height 108o 15 - 14.92 = 93.23 cm. 
Concentration 1.508 x 10~4 N.
!
Temp.
°C
■^3
mv.
E3/P3
(x 103)
E3A/p3 
(x 103)
V P1-E3//P3 
(x 103)
% difference 
on Ei/P-j_
50 271,3 3.002 3.155 + 0.006 + 0.19
45 270.1 2.982 3.134 + 0. 007 + 0.22
40 268.7 2.961 3.112 + 0.007 + 0. 22
35 267.0 2.937 3.087 +0.005 """"+ "0.16
,30 264. 9 2.909 3.057 + 0.005 + 0.16
25 262. 2 2.875 3.022 - 0.002 - . 0. 07
20 258.9 2.836 2.981 - 0. 020 - 0.68
Glass only calculated value of E at Height 3 concentration 
and rate of flow 9.5 mv.
Conversion factor used for Eg to EgA was 1.051
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' S E C T I O N  4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS LEADING TO THE CALCULATION OP U  
FOR THE SILICA DIAPHRAGMS AND CLASS DISC
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S E C T I O N  - 4
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS LEADING TO THE CALCULATION OF £w 
FOR THE SILICA DIAPHRAGMS AND GLASS DISC
is the electrokinetic potential calculated
from the 'basic formula given in Section 1, 
r _  4- 7T /7 E  /C
4w £ P
The values of P, E, and/t were determined from 
experiments over the range of temperature and concentration, 
50° - 20° C and 1x10-3 - 5x10-5 jjo por methods of analysis 
of P and E see Section 3, The specific conductivity used 
was that of the solution in the diaphragm* This was 
determined as explained in Appendix IV from Equation (16) hy 
using the values of the hulk specif ic conductivity, and an 
apparent specific conductivity of the solution in the 
diaphragm, K,y „ The hulk specific conductivity was obtained 
from Shedlovskyfs values (see Appendix II (h) ) at the set 
concentrations and temperatures by the method described in 
Section 3 (i)* The apparent specific conductivity of the 
solution in the diaphragm was obtained from the resistances 
for the silica only (for method of determination see Section 
3 (ii) ) and the corresponding cell constant (see Section 
3 (iv) ),
The. densities of the solutions were taken to be 
equal to those of water at the set temperatures and are given 
in Appendix II (c)„ Values of the viscosity and dielectric
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constant were taken to Toe those of the hulk solution and 
equal to the values for water at the set temperatures„ The 
values are given in Appendix II (c). For each diaphragm 
considered the constant L, at each set temperature was 
calculated where
Cw 25 L o S . K 
4-nri
for L »   rT-
€ P
Here L is a constant for a given temperature and pressure- 
head height.
Results are given in the following tables for the three 
silica diaphragms
Silica size A Tables 30 to 39
Silica size B Tables 40 to 49
Silica size C Tables 50 to 59
Values of were also calculated for the glass disc from 
the experimental results of glass lc Results are given in 
the following tables
Glass only 1 Tables 22 to 29 ;
Characteristics of the diaphragms and glass disc are given 
in Section 5„
Discussions of the results are given in subsequent sections.
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TABLE 22
Resistances for Glass 1 only at set temperatures and
experimental concentrations 
( ohms. )
\  ConCc
\ ( N )
Temp„\
°c \
I. 052 
xlO"5
4. 592 
xlO~4
2.014
xlO*"4
9.036
xlO*”5
5.598
XlO"*5
50 16,700 35,400 82, 350 180,600 274,500
45 18,220 38,700 89,450 194,500 299,300
40 19,900 42,100 97,000 209,600 326,000
35 21,800 45,700 104,900 226,900 355,000
30 23,920 49,750 114,000 247,600 388,500
25 26,220 54,450 124,500 '271,900 426,000
20 28,900 60, 250 138,200 298,000 468,500
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TABLE 23
Resistances for Glass 1 only at set temperatures and
c oncentrat ions 
( ohms* )
rcr....  ...
\  ConCo
\  (N)
TempX 
°C \.
1x10"3 5xl0“4 2x10*"4 lxlO"4 5x10*" 5
50 17,240 33, 700 81,790 159,900 312,600
45 18,880 36,800 88,920 173,300 337,700
40 • 20,540 40, 010 96,580 188,100 366,300
35 22,390 43,540 104,900 204,100 397,000
30 24,450 47,550 114,600 222,700 433,100
25 26,780 52,070 125,500 244,000 474,400
20
.
29,670 57,580 138,400 268,600 521,300
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TABLS_§4
Specific Conductivities for Glass 1 only at set temperatures
and concentrations 
( xlO^ ohmsT'1' cmT1 )
\
\ConCo 
\N) 
Temp. \  
°C \
1x10-3 5xl0“4 2xl0“4 lxlO”*4 5x10“5
50 29. 002 14.837
/
6.1132 3.1270 1. 5995
45 26c 4-83 13.587 5.6230 2.8852 1.4806
40 24c343 12.497 5.1771 2.6582 1. 3650
55 22„331 11. 484 4.7664 2.4498 lo 2594
30 20c450 10c 515 4.3630 2. 2452 1.1545
25 18c671 9.6025 3.9841 2. 0492 1. 0540
20 16c852 8.6836 3.6127 1.8615 0.9591
( Valrae of Cell Constant used was 5. 00 )
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TABLE 85
Streaming Potential for G-lass 1 only at experimental
concentrations
Concentration
(K)
Streaming Potential 
( mv. )
1. 052 x 10"3 
4.592 x 10“4 
2.014 x 10“4 
9.036 x 10“5 
5.598 x 10*5
0
1.9
5.0
13.2
21.4
--------- - ------ _---------J
Values do not vary within experimental error over temperature 
range studied, ( 20° - 50° C )0
TABLE 26
Streaming Potential for Glass 1 only at set
concentrations
Concentration
(N)
----  - --  ---  ,---,
Streaming Potential
( mv. )
1 x 10“3 0.8
5 x 10-4 1.8
2 x 10“4 5.1
1 x lO-4 11.1
5 x 10~5 24. 0
Values do not vary within experimental error over temperature 
range studied, ( 20° - 50° C ).
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TABLE 27
Pressure-head height with Glass 1 only
Top constant head height 40.60 cm.
Bottom constant head height 29. 62 cm.
Pressure-head height for Glass 1 only 10.98 cm.
TABLE 28
Value of Constants used in calculating ? 
for Glass 1 only at set temperatures
Temperature Constant L 
where = L.E.rt
( x 10~° )
0. 8327 
0.8853 
0. 9462 
1.0169 
1.0996 
1.1980 
1.3152
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TABLE 29
for Glass 1 only at set temperatures and coneentrations
( mv. )
i\i \
j \  ConCo
\(N)
Temp.X 
°0 \
1x10“3 5xl0~4
50 19.3 22. 2
45 18. 8 21.7
40 18.4 21.3
35 18. 2 21. 0
30 18.0 20. 8
25 17.9 20.7
20 17.7. 20. 6
2xl0~4 lxl0“4 5x10“5
26.0 28.9 32.0
25c 4 28.4 31. 5
25.0 27. 9 31.0
24.7 27.7 30.7
24. 5 27.4 30.5
24.3 27.2 30.3
24.2 27. 2 30.3
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TABLE 60
Resistances for Glass 1 - Silica A at set temperatures and
experimental concentrations^
( ohms. )
SN\ vConc0
M s )
Temp. \
° \
8.511
-4xlO
4.446
xlO“4
1.936
XlO"4
1. 180 
xlO~4
6.998
xlO-5
50 39,700
■
72,300 155,000 259,500 411,300
45 42,800 79,100 168,400 284,500 454,000
40 46,700 86,750 182,100 310,500 497,000
35 51,050 94,850 197,000 338,500 540, 500
. 30 56,000 103,800 213,900 369,500 584,000
25 61,550 114,100 233,600 403,500 627,500
20 67,750 124,650 257,600 440, 500 672,500
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TABLE 51
Resistances for Glass 1 - Silica A at set temperatures and
concentrations 
( ohms* )
\  Cone* 
\(N) 
TempX 
°0 \
lxlO"3 -4. 5x10 2xl0“4 lxlO~4 5x10“5
50 33,900 65,040 153,900 295,300 566,500
45 36,580 70,570 168,200 324,500 626,200
40 39,990 77,090 183,500 353,800 681,900
55 43,770 84,180 199,800 384,300 739,100
30 47,900 91,940 217,700 417,800 801,900
25 52,940 101,000 237,300 452,800 863,800
20 58,350 110,900 258,900 491,800 934,200
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TABLE 52
Resistances for Silica A at set temperatures-'and
concentrations 
( ohraSo )
\  Conc„
Temp. \
°C \
\
lxlO"3 5xl0-4 2xl0~4 lxio-4 5x10““5
50 16,660 31,340 : 72,110 135,400 253,900
45 17,700 33,770 : 79,280 151,200 288,500
40 19,450 37,080 86,920 165,700 315,600
55 21,380 40, 640 : 94,900 180,200 342,100
30 23,450 44,390: ,103,100 195,100 368,800
25 26,160 48,930 111,800 208,800 389,400
20 28,680 53,320 ;120,500 223,200 412,900
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TABLE 53
Specific Conductivities, Ko for Silica A at set temperatures
and concentrations 
( xlO5 ohmsT4 cmT1 )
\  Conc0 
\(N) 
Temp. \
°c \
1x10"5 5xlO"*4 2xl0~4 lxlO-4 5x10-5
50 25. 175 13.311 5o7397 : 3.0369 j 1. 6080
45 23c 660 12,351 5. 2303 2. 7294 ; 1.4235
40 21.565 11c 418 ; 4.7780 2.4945 I.3394
35 19c634 ; 10.418 4c 3770 2. 2932 I.2355
30 17c 901 9, 5376 4.0252 201153 I.1459
25 16.070 : 8.6530 3.7070 ; 1. 9709 1. 0848:
20 14a 646 : 7. 9394 3c 4301 ; 1.8367 ; 1.0225
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TABLE 54
Streaming Potential for Glass 1 — Silica A at set temperatures
and experimental concentrations 
( mv. )
Cone.
\{N) 
Temp. \  
°C \
8.511
xlO~4
4.446 
xlO"*4
1. 936 
xlO“4
1.180 
xlO-4
6. 998 
xl0“5
50 54. 2 128. 2 285.3 500.6 802.'2
45 54. 2 126.5 281. 3 494. 0 798.1
40 54. 2 124. 7 277. 0 486.8 792. 0
35 54.2 122.7 272.1 479.0 783. 0
30 54. 2 120. 3 266.6 470.4 769. 0
25 54. 2 117.5 260.4 461. 0 747.6
20 
L  . ...
54. 2 114.0 252. 2 450* 4 704. 5
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TABLE 35
Streaming Potential for glass 1 - Silica A at set temperatures
and concentrations 
( mv, )
N.ConOo
V n )
Temp, \
°G \
lxl 0"'3 5xl0“4 2xl0“4 lxlO"*4 5X10“^
50 56. 5 113. 2 284.1 569. 6 1141
45 55.4 111.4 280.5 564.1 1134
40 54. 3 109, 5 276.8 557.8 1124
35 53.4 107.7 272.5 549. 5 1109
30 52, 3 105.5 267.2 539. 5 1089
25 51.1 103.1 261.0 526. 7 1063
20 50, 1 100. 5 252. 2 505.5 1014
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TABLE 36
Streaming Potential for Silica A at set temperatures
and concentrations 
( mv. )
\  Cone* 
\ ( N )  
Temp0 X  
°G
1x10-3 5xl0“4 2x10“4 lxlO“4 5x10“^
50 55.7 111.4 279.0 558. 5 1117
45 54.6 109.6 275.4 553.0 1110
40 53.5 107. 7 271.7 546.7 1100
35 52.6 105. 9 267.4 538.4 1085
30 51. 5 103.7 262.1 528.4 1065
25 50. 3 101. 3 254. 9 515.6 1039
20 49.3
t ■■ 
■
<o 
.. 
00
 
« 247.1 494.4 990
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TABLE 37
Pressure-head height with Silica A
Top constant head height for Glass 1 - Silica A 184*20 cm.
Bottom constant head height for Glass 1 - Silica A 26.12 cm.
Pressure-head height for Glass 1 - Silica A 158.08 cm.
Pressure-head height for Silica A 147.10 cm.
TABLE 58
Value of Constants used in calculating 
for Silica A at set temperatures
Temperature
°C
Constant L 
where £*= L.E.Af
( x 10~3 )
50 6.215
45 6.608
40 7. 063
35 7.590
30 8.208 .
25 8.942
20 9.817
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TABLE_39
for Silica A at set temperatures and concentrations
■ ( mv0 )
\
\ConCo
Temp. \
°C \...........S
lxlO-3 5x1014 2xl0“4 lxicr4 5x10“5
50 87.1 92.2 99. 6 105.4 111.6
4-5 85, 3 89.4 95. 2 00CDCD 104.4
40 810 5 86.9 91.7 96. 3 104.1
35 78.4 83. 8 88. 9 93o 8 101.8
30 75.6 81.2 86. 6 91. 8 . 100. 2
25 72.3 78.4 84.5 90. 8 100. 8
20 70.8 76. 9 83. 2 89.1 99.4
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TABLE 40
Resistances for Glass 1 -- Silica B at set temperatures and
experimental concentrations 
( ohms., )
\ConCc
\(N)
Tempo \
°C \
90 795 
xlO"4
4„ 764
XlO~4
2, 512 
xlO~4
1„ 426 
; xio~4
8,356 
xl0~ 5
50 34,530 69,750 127,200 218,600 357,600
4-5 37,430 75,250 138,200 238,300 392, 200
40 40,550 81,100 150,000 259,100 426,500
35 43,950 87,950 163, 000 281,700 465,400
30 47,910 95,800 177,500 307,200 505,100
25 52,400 104,850 194,200 334,000 547,200
20 57,700 115,700 213,900 367,500 602,300
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TABLE 41
Resistances for Glass I - Silica B at set temperatures and
concentrations 
( ohmSo )
\  GonCo 
\  (N)
TempX
°G
lxl0~3 5xl0"4 2x10"4 lxlO"4 5x10~5
50 34,170 66,000 157,600 304,300 587,800
45 36,810 71,440 171,600 333,100 646,300
40 39,780 77,340 186,200 362, 000 703,600
35 43,040 83,870 202,600 394,800 769,100
30 47,090 91,520 220,400 428,400 832,600
25 51,500 99,930 240,100 465,900 904,000
20 56,650 110,000 264,400 513,600 997, 200
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TABLE 42
Resistances for Silica B at set temperatures and
concentrat ions 
( ohms, )
r-----------------
\  Cone, 
\  (N)
Temp,\
°c
lxl0~3 5xl0~4 2xl0-4 1x10~4 5x10-5
50 16,930 32,300 75,810 144,400 275,200
45 17,930 34-, 640 82, 680 159,800 308,600
40 19,240 37,330 89,620 173,900 337,300
35 20,650 40,330 97,700 190,700 372,100
30 22,640 43,970 105,800 205,700 399,500
25 24,720 47,860 114,600 221,900 429,600
20 26,980 52,420 126,000 245,000 475,900
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. TABLE 43
Specific Conductivities,/&> for Silica B at set temperatures
and concentrations 
( xlO5 ohmsT^ crap-1- )
---  ---
\  Cone.
\ ( N )
TempX
°c \
1x10“5 5xl0~4 2xl0“4 1x10-4 5x10*"5
50 22. 612 11.810 5. 0058 2.6167 1.3668
45 21,316 11. 006 4.5940 2.3700 1.2234
40 19.854 10.211 4,2397 2.1793 1.1206
35 18.473 9.4435 3. 8891 1. 9884 1.0170
30 16.849 8.6576 3.5872 1. 8406 0. 9454
25 15.425 7.9474 3.3076 1.7033 0.8773
20 14.115 7. 2499 3.0067 1. 5426 0. 7921
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• TABLE 44
Streaming: Potential for Glass 1 - Silica B at set temperatures 
and experimental concentrations 
( mv. )
\  Cone* 
\ ( N )  
TempX 
°G \
9* 795 
xlO-4
4* 764 
xlO~4
2* 512 
xlO""4
1. 426 
xlO~4
8, 356 
xl0“5
50 52* 9 111*3 210. 5 366* 7 595* 5
45
^ '
52.6 111*0 210, 2 365*4 591,4
40 52, 3 110* 6 209. 6 362* 6 586* 9
35 51* 8 110* 0 208* 8 359* 2 581*7
30
I
51* 3 108, 9 207.2 354*7 575.8
25 50* 5 107*0 204. 3 348* 8 568,7
20 49* 2 103* 5 200*1 341* 0 560* 0
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TABLE 45 : J
 ..........— ....... i
J^^ yQsrc^ ng Potential for Glass i _ Silica B at set temperatures I
and concentrations
( mVo ) I
\ Cone. 
\ ( N )  
TempX 
°C \
1x10-3 5xl0"4 2xl0-4 1x10-4 5x10-5
50 52* 9 104. 7 258. 7 512.6 1016
45 52.6 104. 3 257.7 510.7 1012
40 52.4 103. 9 256. 2 507.1 1004
35 52.1 103. 0 254. 3 503. 2 996. 3
30 51.5 102. 0 251. 7 498. 2 986. 5
25 50.8 100. 5 247.9 490. 8 971. 6
20 49. 2 97. 7 242. 5 482. 0 958.5
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TABLE 46
Streaming Potential for Silica B at set temperatures
and concentrations 
( mv.. )
\  Cone* 
\ ( N )
Temp\
°C \
N
1x10" 3 5xl0~ 4 2xl0~4 lxlO“ 4 5xl0~ 5
50 52* 1 102.9 253.6 501.5 992. 0
45 ■ 51. 8 102. 5 . - 252.6 499.6 988. 0
40 51.6 1 0 2.1 251.1 496.0 980. 0
35 51.3 10 1 . 2 249.2 492.1 972.3
30 50.7 1 0 0. 2 246. 6 487.1 962.5
25 50.0
00cn 242.8 4-79. 7 947.6
20 48.4 95.9 237.4 470.9 934. 5
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TABLE 47
Pressure-head height with Silica B
Top constant head height for Glass 1 - Silica B 145.45 cm.
Bottom constant head height for Glass 1 - Silica B 26. 30 cm.
Pressure-head height for Glass 1 - Silica B 119.15 cma
Pressure-head height for Silica B 108.17 cma
TABLE 48
Value of Constants used in calculating 
for Silica B at set temperatures
Temperature
°C
Constant L 
where Sw = L.E./C
( x 10 “4 )
50 Oo 8452 :
45 Oo 8987 =:
40 0.9604
35 1.0322
30 1.1162
25 1.2161
20 1. 3350
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TABLE 49
£w for Silica B at set temperatures and concentrations
( )
Cone
1x10-3
Temp
50 99, 6 107. 3 110, 9
45 104. 3
98.4 100. 240 103.8 105.5
98.6 100.035 102.1101, 0
100. 095. 330
101.125
20 91. 2 97.0 98.8
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TABLE 50
Resistances for Glass 1 - Silica C at set temperatures and
experimental concentrations 
( ohms. )
\  Cone.
\ ( N )
Temp.\
°C \
2. 523 
xlO"“3
1.132 
xl0“ 3
5. 559 
xlO*~4
2o 630
xlO- 4
I. 393 
xlO“ 4
1.042
xl0~4
50 145370 30,780 61,580 131,300 231,600 303,800
45 15,720 33, 060 6 6 , 1 0 0 139,700 252,500 330,000
40 17,090 35,700 71,300 149,100 274,500 357,200
35 18,590 38,940 77,200 160,000 297,800 386,800
30 20,290 42, 560 84,100 173,000 323,500 420,000
25 2 2, 300 46,450 91,850 189,000 353,300 457,500
20 24,680 51,800 101,850 209,000 389,200 505,000
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TABLE 51
Resistances for Glass 1 - Silica C at set temperatures and
concentrations 
( ohms, )
\  Cone,
\ ( N )
TempX 
°C \
1x10 “*3 5xl0*“4 2xl0~ 4 lxlO“4 5x10*" 3
50 35,010 68,250 165,000 321,600 626,900
45 37,870 73, 740 178,000 346,500 674,800
40 40,960 79,690 192, 200 373,800 727,100
55 44,470 86,400 207,900 403,700 784,100
30 48,440 93,990 225,800 438,300 850,600
25 52,970 102,800 246,600 478,200 927,200
20 58,730 113,700
1..............— ...........
272,500 527,400 1,0 2 1 , 0 0 0
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TABLE 52
Resistances for Silica C at set temperatures and
concentrations 
( ohmSo )
\  Cone, 
\ ( N )  
Temp0\
°C \
1x10-5 5xl0~4 2x10-4 lxlO“4 5x10“5
50 17,770 34,550 83,210 161,700 314,300
45 18,990 36,940 89,080 173,200 337,100
40 20,420 39,680 95,620 185,700 360,800
35 22,080 4-2, 860 103,000 199,600 387,100
30 23,990 46,440 111,200 215,600 417,500
25 26,190 50,730 121,100 234,200 452,800
20 29,060 56,120 134,100 258,800 499,700
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TABLE 55
Specific Conductivities; for Silica C at set temperatures
and concentrations 
( xlO3 ohmsr4 cm7'L )
\  Cone. 
Temp.\
°C V
Ixl0~3 5xl0“4 2xl0~4 LxlO“4 5x10"5
50 ; 22,818 11, 713
■
4, 8497 2c 4897 I,2779
45 21, 333 10.946 4.5266 2, 3226 1.1907
40 19. 832 10, 227 4,2148 2o1649 1.1239
35 ; 18,328 9.4218 30 9085 ■2.0115' 1. 0473
30 16,856 8.6866 3.6152 1,8597 0.95759
25 ; 15.432 7.9481 3, 3170 lo 7102 0,88183
20 13,911 7.1849 2,9958 1,5475 0, 79890
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TABLE 54
Streaming; Potential for Glass 1 - Silica C at set temperatures 
and experimental concentrations 
( mvo ) '
\  ConCc
\ ( N )
Temp\
°c \
2o 523 
xl0“3
1.132
x K T 3
5. 559 
xlO~4
2. 630 
xlO“4
1. 393 
xlO*”4
1.042
xlO-4
50 9. 6 24. 9 57.6 140. 0 235. 8 286. 6
45 9.6 24. 9 57.2 137. 0 234. 8 286.1
40 9.6 24.7 . : 56.8 133.6 ' 233. 5 284. 9
35 9. 6 24. 5 56.2 129.7 231. 5 282.8
30 9.6 23.6 55.5 125.4 228. 0 279.5
25 9.6 22.4 54.7 121.1 223. 5 275.4
20 9.6 21.8 53.4 116.4 218.7 271. 0
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TABLE 55
Streaming: Potential for Glass 1 - Silica C at set temperatures
and concentrations 
( mv. )
\  Cone. 
\ ( N )
Temp.\
°C \
1x10"3 5xl0“4 2x10-4 IxlO-4 5x10“5
50 34, 3 67. 2 163.7 320.9 629.4
45 33. 9 66. 6 162.3 318. 5 625. 0
40 33. 4 65.7 160. 6 315.7 620. 7
35 32/9 64.7 158.3 311.6 613. 0
30 32, 2 63.4 155. 5 306.6 604. 3
25 31,6 62. 2 152. 3 299.8 590. 5
20 30.5 60.3 148.6 293. 6 580.5
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TABLE 56
Streaming Potential for Silica C at set temperatures
and concentrations 
( mv. )
\  Cone.
\ ( N )
Temp\
°G \
1x10-3 5xl0~4 SxlO"4 lxl0-4 5x10-5
50 33o 5 65.4 158. 6 309o 8 605.4
45 33c 1 64. 8 157. 2 307. 4 601.0
40 32, 6 63.9 155. 5 304. 6' 596.7
: 35 32. 1 68. 9 153. 2 300. 5 589.0
30 31. 4 61.6 150.4 295.5 580.3
: 25 30.8 60.4 147. 2 288.7 566. 5
: 20 29. 7 58. 5 143. 5 282. 5 556.5
TABLE 57
Pressure-head height with Silica C
Top constant head height for Glass 1 - Silica C 
Bottom constant head height for Glass 1 - Silica C 
Pressure-head height for Glass 1 - Silica C
Pressure-head height for Silica C 65.67 cm.
TABLE 58
Value of Constants used in calculating Cw 
for Silica G at set temperatures
Temperature
°C
Constant L 
where ?w = L.E./C
( x 10-4 )
50 1.436
- 45 1.527
40 1.632
35 1. 754
30 1. 896
25 2. 066
20 2. 268
100.91 cm. 
26. 26 cm. 
74. 65 cm.
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TABLE 59 -
Cw for Silica. C at set temperatures and concentrations
( mv. )
\ ' .
\  Cone. 
\(N) 
Temp.\
°C V
lxl0~3 5xl0“4 2xl0“4 1x10“4 5x10“5
50 109.8 110. 0 110. 4 110.8 111. 1
45 107 o 8 108. 3 108.7 108.9 109.2
40 105. 5 106.6 106.9 107.6 109. 5
55 103. 2 103.9 105.0 106.0 108.1
30 100. 4 .. 101. 4- 103.1 104. 2 105.4
25 98.2 99.1 100.9 102.0 103. 2
20 93.7 95. 3' 97. 5
____ _— '...
99.1 100.8
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S S C T I 0 IT 5
CHARACTERISTICS OP THE SILICA DIAPHRAGMS AND GLASS DISC
(i) Sieve Sizing of the Silica for the Diaphragms:
Sized specimens suitable for preparing the 
diaphragms were obtained'by sieving, from the dry silica 
ground as described in Section 2 (ii) c„
A graded set of silk sieves was used and was 
shaken by hand employing a horizontal rotary motion 
combined with a vertical agitation. This standardised 
motion was continued for several minutes until only very 
little of the silica passed through the sieve. Each 
fraction required was resieved twice before a specimen was 
selected. Care was taken, by not using too great a weight 
of silica, and also by frequent "blowing out" of the sieves 
using a compressed air blast, to ensure that the particles 
did not jam the openings of the sieves.
The size of the sieve apertures was determined 
by microscopic examinations using suitable objectives and 
a calibrated eyepiece micrometer. (See the next sub­
section. ) Readings of the aperture diameters were taken 
in different directions for the sieves. For any given 
hole the diameter recorded was the maximum value. The 
average values for the sieve apertures are given in 
Table 60. The different sieve size ranges of the 
specimens of silica used are given in Table 61.
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TABLE 60
Values of average sieve apertures
Sieve Ref, 
No.
Av. Sieve Aperture 
Diameters (in microns)
12 119.2
10 155. 8
6 170.7
7 213.8
TABLE 61
Sieve size ranges of silica specimens
Silica
Size
Sieve Limits 
(ref. nos, q.uoted)
Sieve size ranges of 
Silica in microns
A Passed 10 Held on 12 119.2 - 155.8
B Passed 6 Held on 10 155.8 - 170.7
C Passed 7 Held on 6 170.7 - 213.8
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It is to ."be noted that the values of sizes of 
the particles obtained by microscopic measurements, 
(described in the next sub-section), are larger than the 
average of the sieve size ranges. This is to be expected 
from the method adopted, when it is considered that the 
microscopical sizing gives an average size for the 
particles arranged in their most stable position. ( See 
method of preparing slides for microscopical examination 
described in the next sub-section. ) The particles ?/hen 
agitated on the sieves, as described above, are in random 
orientation and therefore, are able to pass through the 
sieves by their smallest dimension.
(ii) Microscopic Sizing of Silica Particles:
The microscope used for the sizing was a Swift’s 
binocular microscope fitted with xl2 eyepieces and a 25 mm. 
objective. The illumination used was a transmitted or 
’’bright field” illumination, achieved by using an optical 
light and the microscopic plane mirror augmented with a 
substage condenser. The microscope was fitted with a 
mechanical stage equipped with graduated scales.
The samples for sizing were obtained from the 
streaming experiment diaphragms, by taking a portion of 
the thoroughly mixed slurry, and transferring it to a 
microscope slide using the end of a stirring rod. The 
sample was dispersed by adding a drop of water and moving 
a glass rod down the slide. The rod was not allowed to
AC I 9 10 « • Ml  a
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exert pressure on the particles, thus ohtiating any 
crushingo
For the sizing, the whole field was viewed in 
transverse progressive steps, each traverse "being carried 
out at 2 mm* distances,,
The dimensions of the particles were determined 
by using an ocular micrometer graticule as in Fig. 11A.
This is a modified Fairs*s Graticule after Patterson and 
Cawood's ”globe and circle” graticule. ( See paper "by 
May (48), ) This graticule consists of a rectangle,
200 x 100 units with numbered circles ranging fromJ1P 
units to I H P i  units in diameter. The right-hand half
of the rectangle was the portion used, where there were 
drawn a number of vertical lines. The distance of these 
vertical lines from the centre line of the rectangle 
increased by a F progression. Each line was numbered- 
according to the appropriate power of J I T  , sj that the 
line on the extreme right numbered 13, was / [2 units
from the centre line.
The traverses, as described in a previous 
paragraph, were made within the width of the graticule 
rectangle. A particle was considered ”in” if any part of
it touched the upper boundary of the rectangle, but ”out”
\
if any part touched the lower boundary. As each particle 
passed the centre line of the rectangle it ?/as sized 
against the aforementioned numbered lines. The boundary
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of a particle lying, for example, between lines 11 and 12 
would be designated in the size range 11. Thus the 
particles were sized according to numbered groups.
For the sizing of the apertures of the sieves, 
(see previous sub-section), x4 eyepieces and a 4.3 mm. 
objective were used together with an ocular micrometer 
possessing a linear scale. This is shown in Fig.llB, the 
Eyepiece Micrometer.
"X The actual sizes in microns were obtained by
means of a calibration for the particular optical 
arrangement of the microscope, and the graticule being 
used. This calibration was obtained by using a stage 
micrometer slide.
Since the particles sized were not of a 
spherical shape it is not strictly correct to refer to a 
diameter. However, the term diameter is, by convention, 
applied to various linear properties of irregular shaped 
particles. Such diameters may be referred to as 
statistical diameters, being the average for a large 
number of particles.
The particles have been sized according to a 
Martin1 s diameter, which is defined as follows. It is the 
distance betv/een opposite sides of the particle, measured 
in a horizontal cross-yrise direction, and on a line 
bisecting the projected area. For illustrations see 
Fig. 11C., where the diameters are shown as lines on the
irregularly-shaped particles.
The use of this diameter was based on the 
hypothesis that although the smallest dimension of some 
particles and the largest dimension of others may be 
determined, the resulting errors tend to.be compensating 
when sufficient particles are measured.
The results obtained using the modified 
Fairs’s graticule were analysed as shown in Table 62 in 
orderxto calculate the arithmetic mean diameter. The 
grand count for each graticule number, c, was obtained 
from a summation of the individual traverse counts.
Using the relationship
the relative frequency fQ was calculated. The relative 
frequency is defined as the number of particles counted in 
a given size range, divided by the total number of particle 
counted. The arithmetic mean was given from the summation 
of the products fc,d where d is the diameter corresponding 
to each graticule number.
The final values of the Martin’s diameters for 
each size of silica are given below :-
Silica size A 152,1 microns
Silica size B 171.9 microns
Silica size C 214. 7 microns
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TABLE 62
Typical calculation of an arithmetical mean for the 
microscopical sizing of a silica diaphragm
• Graticule 
No.
Diameter (d) 
(microns)
Grand
Count
c
f c 
( : ? < )
--- ------^
fc.d
5 19, 80 1 0.002315 0.046
6 28,00 1 0,002315 0. 065
7 39o 60 9 0.020833 0. 825
8 56. 00 13 0. 030093 1. 685
9 79, 20 14 0.032407 2. 567
10 112. 00 99 , 0. 229167 25. 667
11 158.39 219 0.506944 80. 295
12 224. 00- 69 0,159722 35. 778
13 316.78 7 0. 016204 5.133
M O 11 £(fcd) =
432 152. 061
Silica size A using xl2 eyepieces and 25 mm. objective. 
Total number of traverses made was 9 for the grand count. 
Each graticule unit with above microscope set up was equal
to 3.5 microns.
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The writer wishes to express his thanks to 
Miss A.Addiscott for carrying out a large number of the 
routine counts and slide preparations.
( iii) Length and Y/eight per Unit Length of the Diaphragms;
In order that all the dimensions of the 
diaphragm would be known and to facilitate the calculation 
of the hydraulic radii, (see Section 5 (vii) ), of the 
various sized specimens of silica, it was necessary to 
determine the length and weight per unit length of the 
diaphragms.
With the preparation of the diaphragms equal 
lengths were chosen, and checked by measurement on the 
consolidated silica at the end of each set of runs. The 
experimental value for the lengths of the silica 
diaphragms used was 4, 50 cm., measured to the nearest
0.05 cm. The thickness of the glass disc was 
approximately 0.45 cm.
The total weight of silica of each diaphragm 
was determined after a set of runs by transferring the 
silica to a weighing bottle, drying at 120° C, and 
finally weighing the cooled specimen. The weights were 
determined to within 0.001 gm. The reason for determining 
the weights after the runs was that this process avoided 
any risk of contamination to a diaphragm before the 
streaming experiments; also it'was noted that drying a 
sieve-sized specimen at 120° C caused some of the particles
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to fracture, which produced a number of much smaller-sized 
particles.
From the total weight of the silica in the 
diaphragm and the length determined as above, the weight of 
silica per unit length of diaphragm was calculated,, The 
experimental results for the three sized specimens were as 
follows :-
Silica size A 3.305 gm./em„
Silica size B 3.155 gm0/cm0
Silica size C 2.976 gm./cm.
(iv) Measurement of the Average Area of the Diaphragms:
For the same reasons which were given for the 
determination of the length and weight per unit length, it. 
was necessary to determine the average area of the diaphragm. 
This average area was calculated from the weight of mercury 
contained in the main cell, supported on the glass disc, in 
place of the silica diaphragm. The length of the mercury 
column was the same as that of the silica diaphragm. As 
stated in the previous sub-section, the length of the 
diaphragms was kept constant.
The experimental value obtained for the average 
area was 2. 95 sq.. cm.
(v) Density of the Silica in the Diaphragms:
The density of the silica used for the diaphragms, 
was determined from density bottle measurements on each sized
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specimen,, Within experimental error there was found to he 
no apparent trend with the values obtained for the various 
sizes,:
The experimental value for the density of the 
silica was 2.20. 'Z 0.02 gm./em3.
(vi) Porosities of the Silica Diaphragms:
Porosity is defined as the fractional void of 
the "diaphragm, i» e. the ratio of the volume of the pores to 
the total volume of the diaphragm. It is given by the 
relationship
f = i _ -------M.-- _—
A yO . A  S
where f = porosity
W =s total dry weight of solid in diaphragm
yo = density of solid
= length of the diaphragm.
The experimental values for the three diaphragms were as 
follows
Silica size A 0.491
Silica size B 0.514
S ilica s ize C 0. 541
(vii) Hydraulic Radii:
The hydraulic radius of a pipe is defined as
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m area of cross-section of the pipe perimeter of the pipe
Consider Poiseuille’s Law for the flow of a liquid through 
a circular pipe where it may he stated
u = — — —  .   (l)
^  3 2  ^ 7  S  o o o o o o o o o  - \  Jm J
I p
if u = velocity of the liquid through the pipe
d = diameter of the pipe
'nj = viscosity of the liquid
^ p = pressure drop across the pipe
Sp = length of the pipe.;-' i-.v'-
For a non-circular pipe Equation (l) becomes
U - -JH8.... . 4jL ( Q)
«•«. ■■■mm ' 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 * 0  \ ^  J
p 7 sp
where m = hydraulic radius of the pipe
kp = shape factor. '
tutting k^ = 2, m = d/4 for a circular pipe, into 
Equation (2), then Equation (l) is obtained.
Considering the flow of a liquid through a 
porous medium it can be shown that Equation (2) may be 
represented as
A p  u . 7 • kp ( A Bp^ ) ^ ^
/ \  " f i .  I . — -V ............  ... —     o o o o o o o .  \  U  JAs in . f . (AS )S
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where A s p = average length of tortuous path through the
diaphragm
A s  = length of diaphragm
u = macro-velocity of the liquid
f = " porosity*
/
Carman (49) has shown that k /
... . . . . . . . .  i r
As.
may he put equal
l 4 s/
to a constant K^ . (the Kozeny Constant) where
TV is defined as the tortuosity factor; this factor is 
defined as the square of the tortuosity* which is the 
ratio of the length of the tortuous path to the geometrical 
length of the diaphragm* See papers hy Barrer (50) and 
Wyllie and Rose (51) for further discussion*
The work of Lorenz et*al* (52) shows that for 
the permeation of water through diaphragms of crushed 
quartz* the Kozeny-Carman relation holds when the porosity 
of the packed diaphragm is uniform enough to result in 
liquid flow over all the particle surface* These workers 
were using much smaller particles than in the streaming 
experiments described here* so that the risk of the 
particles coagulating was greater,, It was concluded that, 
in the present streaming experiments* the liquid flowed 
over all the particles*
Thus from Equation (3) it may he stated that
The value of the Kozeny constant has heen shown "by 
Carman (53) to be approximately equal to 5.0o This value 
is for fluid flow through a non-consolidated porous mass 
of reasonably uniform size, the particles being in random 
orientation,, The porous mass must not have "sealed off" 
pores as this tends to give an "effective porosity" for 
flowj^which is less than the total porosity. Also the 
particles must not be so small that they aggregate, nor 
have a porosity of greater value than 0, 80 With the 
silica diaphragms used in the streaming experiment, all 
the above conditions were fulfilled, and hence the value 
of the hydraulic radius for each diaphragm could be 
calculated from Equation (4), The velocity of flow u, in 
Equation (4) was determined from the relationship u = Q/A 
where Q is the volume rate of flow and A is the cross- 
sectional area of the diaphragm, ( For consideration of 
the volume rates of flow for the diaphragms see the next 
sub-section,)
The experimental values of the hydraulic radii 
for the three diaphragms at 25° C were :-
Silica size A 11,3 microns
Silica size B 12,9 microns
Silica size C 16,35 microns.
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Values obtained at other temperatures over the
/ ’
experimental range 20° - 50° C by substitution of the 
factors into Equation (4) gave results which varied 
inversely with the temperature. However, the values were 
found not to vary more than 2$ over the whole range of 
temperature,
The hydraulic radius is a useful size-
parameter as it is based on flow conditions of the :
solution through the diaphragm. Its use in interpreting 
the values of for the various sized silica particles 
is discussed in Section 7.
(viii) Rates of flow of the Solutions through the Diaphragms:
It was necessary to determine the rates of flow 
of the solutions through the silica diaphragms and glass 
disc in the streaming experiments for the following 
reasons,
Firstly, a constant rate of flow at a given 
temperature of a solution through a diaphragm was taken to 
be the criterion of correct packing of the silica. ( See 
Section 2 (i) e. )
Secondly, the pressure heads with the glass 
only and the second two sizes of silica were adjusted to 
give the same rate of flow at a given temperature as that 
of the first diaphragm, ( See Section 2 (vi) a. ) This 
adjustment of the head to similar rates of flow ensured, 
that the same pressure drop was maintained across all the
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diaphragms; this pressure drop was that maintained across 
the glass disc only. With this condition it was then 
possible to make an analysis for the potential results.
( See Section 3 (iii) a. )
However, the E/P experiments (see Section 3
(v) ) showed that provided the rates of flow of the 
solutions were knov/n, the pressure head need not be fixed 
to a height determined by a rate of flow. It was shown 
that_an allowance in the calculation of the potential and 
the pressure, could be made to the glass only results, in 
order to use the results for a combined set of glass and 
silica. ( See Section 3 (v) b and c. )
The allowance to be made depended on the fact 
that the rate of flow of the solution was proportional to 
the pressure-head height for a given temperature. An 
experiment on the glass disc was carried out at two 
temperatures to test the above assumption, and therefore 
to show that the flow of the solution was still within the 
laminar flow regime for all the experiments. The results 
are shown in Table 67 and graphically in Pig. 13 for the 
experiment at room temperature (17,8° C); the results at a 
higher temperature are shown in Table 68 and graphically in 
Fig. 14. This higher temperature was controlled, (total 
divergence of 2° C), and values of the temperatures for 
the rates of flow are given in the table. It was seen that 
the results were represented by a straight line within
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experimental error. Prom this it was concluded that the 
assumption and method of.analysis were correct.
Thirdly, it was shown that within experimental
error there was no change in the rate of.flow'of the 
solution with concentration. It followed, therefore, that 
electroviscosity was negligible under the experimental 
conditions used. This was also found by Lorenz (41) with 
his streaming experiments on the Quartz - Acetone system. 
With this condition it was therefore, possible to analyse 
the resistance results as given in Section 3 (ii) a.
The rates of flow at various temperatures were 
determined from measurements of the volume of solution 
leaving the bottom constant head for a particular
diaphragm. The measurements were made to within 1 ml.
An example of a typical determination is given in Table 63, 
and shown graphically in Pig, 12. The values obtained are 
seen to be well represented by a straight line. Prom such 
a graph the rates of flow for the silica diaphragm and 
glass disc at the set temperatures were obtained, and 
are given in Table 64.
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TABLE 63
Typical Experimental Determination 
Rates of flow of solution at experimental temperatures 
with B/P experiment for Glass 1 and Silica C, Height 2
Temperature
°0
Rates of flow 
mis* /min*
50* 6 235
48* 3 232
46*7 226
36*7 195
28* 3 166
20. 0 140
19* 4 138
TABLE 64
Rates of flow of solution at set temperatures for Glass and 
Silica sizes A,B,C and Glass only 1 ,
Temperature
°C
Rates of flow 
ml s* /min.
50 122. 7
45 114. 0
40 105*4
35 96*6
30 00 00 o o
25 79*3
20 70*6
1T e m p e r a t u r e  °G
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TABLE 65
Rates of flow of solution at set temperatures for E/P 
experiment with Glass and Silica size 0, Height 2
Temperature
°C
Rates of flow 
mis,/min.
50 236. 2
45 220. 5
40 204.6
35 188. 6
30 172.7
25 156. 5
20 140. 4
TABLE 66
Rates of flow of solution at set temperatures for E/P 
experiment with Glass and Silica size 0, Height 3
Temperature
°C
Rates of flow 
mis. /min.
50 164, 5
45 153.4
40 142. 2
35 131.1
30 120.0
25 108.8
20 97. 7
- - ....... ........ -..... .......-...  - ....... - J
y
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TABLE 67
Rates of flow of distilled water at 17,8° C for Glass 
only at different pressure-head heights
Pressure-head
height
cm„
Rates of 
flow
mis. /mine
36. 6 264
35c 0 240
29o 8 222
26, 2 175
18. 3 144
11. 3 84
11. 0 67
Last value is from Glass only 1 run corrected to the 
room temperature, ( 17.8° 0 ).
PiiEssu^E-KEAD H eight (cm )
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TABLE 68
Rates of flow of distilled \¥ater at 'approximately 57° C 
for Glass only at different pressure-head heights
Temperature
°0
Pressure-head 
height (cm*)
Rates of flow 
mis*/min*
37,5 11* 2 114
36* 1 17*0 164
38*1 21* 6 206
38*3 30,1 268
37* 8 35* 5 316
36c 7 15c 9 132
36* 1 1!*° 98. 5
38* 3 11*0 102
Last two'values are from Glass only 1 run corrected to 
the given temperaturesc
(ix) Polvdis-persity Factors of the Silica Diaphragms:
For the evaluation of the true zeta potential 
from it was decided that a measure of the 
polydispersity of the diaphragms was necessary (see 
Section 7 ). The factor used was defined for each 
diaphragm, viz*
\ . Standard Deviation from the Mean
Polydispersity Factor — . . ^ean particle Diameter
The standard deviation is given hy the square root of the 
variance which is equal to the sum of the products of the 
relative frequency times the square of the difference of 
the diameter from the arithmetic mean diameter, ( For a 
more detailed discussion see Paradine and Rivett ref. 54. ) 
Thus
Standard deviation = £  fc« ( d - dc )2
where fc is the relative frequency (see Section 5 (ii) ),
d is the diameter corresponding to each graticule
number,
dc is the arithmetic mean (see Section 5 (ii) ).
A typical calculation of the standard deviation 
is given in Table 69, corresponding to the calculation of 
the arithmetic mean given in Table 62.
The final values of the standard deviation for 
each size of silica were found to be
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Silica size A 80.00 microns
Silica size B 47.77 microns
Silica size C 55.75 microns
Hence from these values and the values of the mean 
diameter given in Section 5 (ii) the Polydispersity 
Factors were calculated, and are given below
Silica size A 0.526
Silica size B 0.278
Silica size C 0.260
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TABLE 69
Typical calculation of the standard deviation of a
silica diaphragm
Diameter (d) 
(microns)
*c d - dc 
(microns)
fc (a - ac )2 
Ns(microns)
19.80 0.002315 - 132.26 40.496
28. 00 0.002315 - 124.06 35.630
39. 60 Oo 020833 - 112.46 263.481
56. 00 0.030093 - 96.06 277.683
79.20 0.032407 - 72.86 172. 036
112. 00 0.229167 - 40.06 367.767
158.39 0.506944 + 6.33 20.328
224.00 0.159722 + 71.94 826.625
316. 78 0.016204 + 164.72 4396.583
£ f c (a - dc )2
6400. 629
Thus the standard deviation is equal to 80,00-microns. 
(See also Table 62.)
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S E C T I O N  6 
EFFECT OF SURFACE CONDUCTANCE
The phenomenon of surface conductance was 
first postulated hy Smoluchowski. ftfhen an electrical 
double layer is formed at the interface of a solid and 
liquid, the composition of ions in the double layer is 
different from that in the bulk of the solution. 
Consequently, its electrical conductivity is different. 
Also, since the liquid moves electroosmotically, the ions 
in the charged liquid layer move relative to the solid. 
These two effects constitute surface conductance. It has 
been'shown by Hirschler (55), that the electroosmotic 
contribution is only about b% of the total surface 
conductance.
When calculating the apparent zeta potential 
from the basic formula given in Section 1, the specific 
conductivity used, was that of the solution in the pores 
of the diaphragm. As explained in Section 1, this was in 
accordance with earlier workers. This procedure introduces 
into the formula the enhanced specific conductivity that 
exists in the pores of the diaphragm due to surface 
conductance.
The values of the specific conductivity at the 
set concentrations for the three diaphragms at 25° C are 
given in Table 70. These values were calculated from the
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TABLE 70
Specific Conductivities of Potassium Chloride solutions 
in the various diaphragms at 25° C 
( x 10^ ohmsT'1' cmT3- )
ConCc ; 
(N)
Silica 
size 0
Silica 
size B
; Silica 
size A
------------- .------------------------ ^
i
.
Shedlovsky , 
values
lxio-3 154* 52 154.25 160. 70 146, 95
5xl0~4 79.481 79.474 86.530 73. 885
2xl0“4 33,170 33,076 37.070 29. 704
lxlO“4 17,102 17.033 19.709 14.889
5x10“5 8.8183 8. 7731 10. 848 7.463
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measured resistances of the diaphragms and include the 
contribution of the solvent. The concentrations given are 
also determined from a resistance measurement and hence 
include the solvent regarded as an equivalent concentration 
of potassium chloride. If it is assumed that there is a 
linear relationship between the concentration and specific 
conductivity it is apparent that the specific conductivities 
are for potassium chloride without solvent correction. The 
relation holds over the range considered and hence the 
specific conductivities may be compared directly with the 
values of Shedlovsky. The Shedlovsky values corresponding 
to the bulk specific conductivity are also given. It is 
seen from the results that enhanced specific conductivities 
are obtained for solutions in the silica diaphragms and 
that the greatest increase is obtained, with the diaphragm 
having the smallest hydraulic radius and size of particles. 
Also it may be noted that the effect is more marked in the 
dilute solutions. This is to be expected because the
i
relative effect of surface conductance is known to increase 
with decreasing concentration,
0fConnor and Buchanan (40) give a value of 
about 0.2x10“^ ohms"*^  cmT^ for the surface conductance 
effect they observed with the measurement of specific 
conductivities of about 1x10*“^  ohms""- cmr-^  oh their two 
samples of quartz. The values given here, if extrapolated 
to a comparable specific conductivity, agree with the
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surface conductance effect observed by these workers.
Specific surface conductivities have been 
calculated using the formula derived as follows.
Consider the conductance of a liquid column in a capillary, 
the length and radius of which are 1 and r respectively.
This conductance is given by
f c f ‘ +  T  x
where JC0 equals the specific conductivity in a wide vessel,
i.e. bulk specific conductivity,
X equals the specific surface conductivity.
Hence we may write
1 x
where tC equals the specific conductivity in the capillary.
Now for a diaphragm, from the definition of the hydraulic 
radius, (see Section 5 (vii) ), the fraction 2 A r / n r 2 
may be put equal to 1/m and it follows therefore that
X  -  rn ( K  - K . )
The values of the specific surface conductivities are given 
in Table 71 and it is seen that the average values given 
are of comparable order to those of other workers, (see 
Hirschler (55) ).
For example, Rutgers (23) obtained values ranging
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TABLE 71
Specific Surface Conductivities of Potassium Chloride 
solutions calculated for different diaphragms at 25° C
( x 1 0 9 ohmsT1 )
Cone.
(N)
Silica 
size A
Silica 
size B
Silica 
size C
Average
value
1x10-3 15.5 9.4 12.1 12.3
5x10-4 14.3 7.2 9.1 1 0o 2
2xl0- 4 8.3 4.4 5.7 6.1
lxlO“ 4 5.4 2.8 3.6 3t 9
5x10" 5 3.8 1.7
.
2 . 2 2 . 6
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from 1x10“  ^to 7xlO*“8 ohms“l for the specific surface 
conductance of glass with potassium chloride solution of 
concentration 4 x10-5 to 4x10““^  N. The values are not 
exactly the same at each concentration for the different 
diaphragms because errors were introduced from the 
specific conductivity measurements, and also from the 
application of the hydraulic radii results.
With’the determination of the cell constant, 
the solution used must 'be of sufficiently high 
concentration that the effect of surface conductance is 
negligible. It follows then that the specific conductivity 
of the solution in the diaphragm is the same as that of the 
bulk solution. Experiments showed that a concentration of 
2x10“ 2 N, satisfied these conditions and no measurable 
streaming potential was observed at this concentration.
The cell constants of the diaphragms were determined at a 
concentration of 2xl0~ 2 N, as explained in Section 3 (iv).
A graph of log^o (concentration) against log^Q 
(specific conductivity) was drawn, (see Pig. 15 and Table 
72 ), representing the values at 25° C for the three 
diaphragms. Prom this graph it was seen that the points 
were well represented by a straight line. This is 
theoretically predictable if it is assumed that the 
equivalent conductivity remains practically constant over 
the concentration range. Por potassium chloride at 25° C, 
A varies by only 1.5% over the whole concentration range
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used, 10- 5 to 5xl0~5 qt^ q equations of these straight
lines were determined by the method of least squares, (see 
Appendix III for explanation of this method ).
Using these equations it was possible to 
calculate the point of coincidence of the lines and also 
the deviation of this "equality point" from the line 
obtained by using Shedlovsky1s values of specific 
conductivity at different concentrations, (for values see 
Appendix II (b) ).
Any one line deviated from the "equality point" 
by less than 0.06% on the log^Q (specific conductivity) 
which corresponded to a deviation of less than 0.5% on the 
concentration. This "equality point" (fC = 3.205 x 10“ 4  
ohms"^ cm7^ , C = 2.143 x lCT® ^ ) deviated from the 
Shedlovsky straight line by less than 0.4% for log1Q 
(specific conductivity).
Prom these results it was concluded that at a 
concentration of 2x10“^ N surface conductance was negligible 
and that the cell constants taken were sufficiently accurate 
for the purpose of the calculations involved. The specific 
conductivity values, with extrapolation to a point which 
fits the Shedlovsky values, also supports the method of 
analysing the resistances given in Section 3 (ii) and 
Appendix IV.
O  <1 0
0
3
L o q 10 Comc^ntratiom (-fe )
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TABLE 72
Log10 (Specific Conductivity) of Potassium Chloride 
solutions calculated for different diaphragms at 25° Q
—  1 i( -ve„ ohmsT cm7 )
OonCc
(N)
Silica 
size A
Silica 
size B
—...*
Silica 
size C
lxl0 “ 3 3, 7940 3.8116 3o 8116
5X10- 4 40 0623 4o0998 4c0998
Sxl0“4 40 4310 4o 4805 4.4793
lxlO' 4 4» 7053 40 7638 4.7670
5x10-° 4c 9646 5c 0569 5.0546
Values of log10 (specific conductivity) for Shedlovsky*s 
values are given in Appendix II (h).
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S E C T I O N  7 .
DETERMINATION OF THE TRUE ZETA POTENTIAL
Prom the "basic formula given in Section 1, it 
is apparent that the ratio of the streaming potential to the 
pressure head used in the experiments should "be a constant. 
The constancy of E/P has "been repeatedly confirmed, ( e.g. 
see papers "by Bull (56), Lauffer and Gortner (57), Samartsev 
and Ostroumov (58) ), provided that the pressure was not so 
high as to cause turbulent flow. Experiments have also been 
carried out using a sinusoidal external pressure with a 
corresponding measurement of the generated a, c. voltage (5 9). 
Again the ratio E/P was shown to be constant within 
experimental error. With the experiments described here, 
(see Section 3 (v) ), it has been shown that the ratio E/P 
is constant when the results are analysed for silica only 
and also for glass and silica combined.
Although constancy of the ratio E/P. has been 
obtained and also the flow of liquid in all the experiments 
has been shown to be within the laminar flow regime, (see 
Section 5 (viii) ), the values of Xw obtained are seen to 
vary. This variation occurs at any particular concentration 
and temperature with the different particle sizes of silica 
used in the diaphragms (see Section 4).
It has been reported by other workers (e.g. Bull 
and G-ortner (34), Wijga (35), Bishop, Urban and White (36) ),
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that the zeta potential obtained in various systems is not 
independent of capillary or pore size for values below 
about 50 micron radius.
The work of Bull and Gortner (34), involved 
streaming potential measurements on irregularly shaped 
quartz particles with one concentration of aqueous sodium 
chloride solution, 2x10*“^  N. These workers showed that with 
a heterogeneous mixture of the different size quartz 
particles no linear relation was found between the pressure 
head and the streaming potential. If the particles were 
closely sized, which was obtained by taking sieved 
fractions, a linear relationship was found for the ratio E/P 
for any particular fraction. The electrokinetic potential 
was shown to vary with the size of the particles forming 
the diaphragm. The error caused in many streaming potential 
measurements, of using the bulk specific conductivity and 
not the specific conductivity of the solution in the 
diaphragm, was not considered in these experiments because 
it was stated that surface conductance was small enough to 
be neglected. Prom the measurements made in the present 
work and also by 0fConnor and Buchanan (40), this seems 
unlikely except for the diaphragms constructed from the 
very large particles. Bull and Gortner showed that with 
their experiments on particles within the range 4.6 - 214 
microns diameter that E/C/P varied roughly as the cube root 
of the diameter of the particles.
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Bull and Moyer (60) have attempted to explain 
these results ty allowing for a decrease in the effective 
radius of the tube due to the thickness of the double layer, 
but their calculations were of an empirical nature,
Reichardt (61) also made general theoretical observations 
on the effect. His calculations led him to expect the 
presence of a minimum in the curve relating the apparent 
zeta potential with the capillary radius. This has not been 
observed experimentally.
Wood (17) states that the results of Bull and 
Gortner can be explained provided two assumptions are 
admitted. Firstly, that the variation in the size of the 
pores between the particles is a linear function of the 
particle size of the diaphragms; secondly, that the 
streaming potential is the same as would be obtained if 
the pores were represented by.uniform capillary tubes of 
proper dimensions rather than by irregular passages. Wood 
states further that to obtain reliable data for the zeta 
potential from streaming potential experiments, the same 
value of E/C/P must be obtained with two tubes of widely 
differing radii. It then follows that both are 
sufficiently large to obviate a radius effect.
Elton (62), in considering the electroviscous 
effect of the flow of liquids between surfaces in close 
proximity has given a qualitative explanation of the 
results of Bull and Gortner. It is shown that a similar
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curve for the plot of S/P against particle size may he 
obtained by considering that the apparent viscosity with 
narrow capillaries is greater than the bulk viscosity.
This increase in viscosity is attributed to an 
electroviscous effect where the viscosity of an ionic 
liquid is apparently increased due to the resistance to 
shear of the electrical double layer. With the experiments 
described here no electroviscous effect was observed, (see 
Section 5 (viii) ). Prom the distance of separation, with 
the size of particles used an electroviscous effect would 
not be expected. Lorenz (41) working with smaller particles 
than used here also found (within experimental error) no 
electroviscous effect.
Overbeek and Wijga (13) have shown that a low 
value of the zeta potential may be obtained even if the 
basic formula given in Section 1 is used with the specific 
conductivity calculated from the resistance of the 
solution in the pores of the diaphragm. The low value is 
attributed by these authors to the fact that a diaphragm 
resembles a system of short capillaries of different 
diameters connected in series with each other. They also 
conclude that it is not possible to indicate the exact 
value of the necessary correction without a more precise 
knowledge of the structure of the diaphragm.
Ghosh, Rackshit and Chattoraj (63) also 
considered the results of Bull and Gortner. They showed
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that even with the smallest particles ( 4.6 microns 
diameter), the effect of the thickness of the electrical 
double layer on the pore diameters was only enough to 
account for approximately 4% of the difference between 
the true and apparent zeta potential/ They considered 
further the effect of surface conductance of the 
capillary wall and its effect on the apparent zeta 
potential. With the two assumptions made "by Wood (see 
previously and (17) ), Ghosh and coworkers were able to 
show that the true zeta potential may he obtained from the 
formula
where is the apparent zeta potential calculated from 
the basic formula given in Section 1 and found 
experimentally to vary with the size of the 
capillary or pores of the diaphragm,
£ is the true zeta or electrokinetic potential,
r is the radius of the particles forming the
diaphragm,
m f is a constant.
This equation holds only for a constant temperature and 
concentration. It is assumed that the radius of the pores 
of the diaphragm is a simple function of r, the radius of 
the particles used. The value of the true zeta potential 
was obtained from the intercept of the straight line plot 
of y^w against 1/r. The interpretation of these
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particular results is difficult since most of the points 
are clustered near the axis. If the one point* at
some distance from the axis* were in error* the slope and 
hence the value of the true zeta potential might he 
considerably altered.
Ghosh and coworkers (63) were further able to 
show from the theoretical considerations of Overbeek and 
Wijga (13) that for a system of two capillaries of radii 
r^ and rg connected in series* the following equation 
could be derived.
This equation is derived with the assumption that the 
length l-j_ of the capillary tube of larger radius r^ is 
equal or less than lg * the length of the capillary tube 
of smaller radius rg. Justification for this assumption 
is based on the idea that with a diaphragm formed from 
small particles* the walls of a capillary having a 
larger radius will have a greater chance of collapsing 
than a capillary having a small radius. It is concluded 
therefore that the length of a stable capillary with a
2x
where £ is the true zeta or electrokinetic potential
£w is the apparent zeta potential 
)( is the specific surface conductivity 
3 is the bulk specific conductivity.
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larger radius will in all probability "be less than that 
of a capillary having a smaller radius,, Thus 
for r-L r2
it follows l-j_ i2
However, this assumption is open to question and depends 
on the shape of the particles0
Ghosh, Choudhury and De (64) have showa that 
the true zeta potential of particles of pyrex glass can he 
evaluated from Wijga’s (35) data using the derived 
equation
i -  1 +  _ m l
■ Ca “  . c r
where Y  is the true zeta or electrokinetic
potential
T is the zeta potential calculated from 
01 the basic formula in Section 1 using 
the bulk specific conductivity,
m / is a constant,
r is a radius term0
This equation holds only for a constant temperature and
concentration. The radius term r, must be so evaluated
that it conforms with the specific surface conductance. 
Direct substitution of the measured radius of the 
particles did not give a satisfactory result./ The value 
of the true zeta potential at different concentrations was 
obtained from the intercept of the straight lines with the
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ordinate axis for the plot of '/c. against l/r.
1/r was taken as ‘being proportional to the difference 
between the bulk specific conductivity and the specific 
conductivity measured in the pores of the diaphragm. The 
value of r for one of the diaphragms was put equal to 
unity and the relative values of l/r for the different 
diaphragms thus calculated. The values Ghosh and coworkers 
found for the true zeta potentials at different 
concentrations from Y/ijga's diaphragm results agreed 
fairly satisfactorily with Wijgafs values for a 
capillary tube.
Considering the values for Cw found in the 
experiments here, attempts were made to obtain a value 
for the true zeta potential based on the two methods of 
Ghosh and coworkers outlined previously. Graphs were 
made of */gw against l/r where r was the measured radius 
of the particles or a radius parameter calculated on the 
basis of surface conductance. In neither case was a 
straight line obtained for the results at the different 
concentrations considered at one temperature. Also any 
attempt to give the best possible straight line resulted 
in the values of the determined true zeta potential 
increasing with the fall in concentration, a result 
contrary to any other previous determination.
Further attempts to evaluate the true zeta 
potential using the determined hydraulic radii ( see
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Section 5 (vii) ) were made with the idea that these radii 
represented diaphragm size parameters based on the flow 
conditions. This, it was thought might extrapolate 
satisfactorily to infinite radius, thus giving the true 
zeta potential at the value of l/m equal to zero. However, 
all attempts using the hydraulic radii of the diaphragms 
with plots of various powers and combinations with 
conductance results failed to give a method of calculating 
the true zeta potential; only trends, similar to those 
realised using the measured radii of the particles, were 
obtained.
Experimentally it has been found by a number of 
workers that the zeta potential varies linearly with the 
logarithm of the electrolyte concentration. ( E. g.
Wood (33), Rutgers (23), Buchanan and Heymann (29). ) The 
present results when plotted against the logarithm of the 
concentration gave straight lines for each diaphragm at 
each set temperature. It was thought possible, therefore, 
that the values of the slope and intercept of these lines 
could be used to obtain the true value of the zeta 
potentials suitably represented by the equation of the 
zeta potential - logarithm of concentration straight line. 
In order that this equation could be obtained for each 
temperature it was necessary to relate the values of the 
slope and intercept to some parameter, which was 
characteristic of the diaphragms. Values from the equation
mi
y
o
u
2
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C© + A log1 0 (concentration)
for > o  and A, the intercept and slope respectively were 
obtained graphically and are given in Tables 73 and 74. A 
typical C w — log10 C graph is shown in Fig. 16 for Silica 
: size B at 50° C (for values see Table 49 ). Deviations 
from the straight lines of the graphs were not greater*
than 0.6% on Cw.
Graphs of Co A against the particle radii,
' hydraulic radii of the diaphragms and other related 
functions failed to give straight lines at the set 
temperatures for the silica - potassium chloride system.
It was, however, found that if the values of Co 
or A were plotted for each diaphragm against a function of 
the polydispersity of the particles, straight lines were 
obtained from which the required equations could be 
determined. A suitable function of the dispersity of the 
particles was the polydispersity factor as defined in 
Section 5 (ix). Here the reciprocal of the polydispersity 
factor was plotted in order that the values of Co and A 
could be extrapolated to zero value of the factor. In 
other words, the equations for C — . log C were 
determined at a state where the particles of the 
diaphragm were in their most random orientation.
Values of Co and A were taken from Tables 73 and 
7 4 and the reciprocal of the polydispersity factor from
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TABLE 75
Values of To for the different silica diaphragms at set 
temperatures ~Tmvfl -ve.)
Temperature 
°C
Silica 
size A
Silica 
size B
Silica 
size C
50 30, 0 64,2 106.6
45 41,5 77.6 104. 7
40 33,5 81,8 96.15
55 34, 6 87,5 94. 75
30 to 00 o o 80.6 8 8. 6g
25 16,8 76.6 86.8
20 15,8 73.8 77.2
TABLE 74
Values of A for the different silica diaphragms at set
temperatures ( mvTl
temperature
°C
Silica 
size A
Silica 
size B
Silica 
size C
50 . 18,9 11.7 1. 0 5
45 14.6 7.2
40 16.0 5.5 3. O5
35 14.8 3.4 2. 8
30 16.0 4. 9 3.9
25 18.5 5.7 3. 8
20 18.4 5.8 5, 5
F»g. 17 • A AND L A 8 A IN 3 T
^ ^ feLYBisrefieaTT Fa c t o r )
® C .
y (Polydispersity Factor)
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Section 5 (ix). A typical graph is shown in Fig. 17 for the 
set temperature of 40° C„ The final values of £ 0 and A at 
the set temperatures for the silica - potassium chloride 
system are given in Table 75. From these values of ? 0 
and A the true values of the electrokinetic potential at 
the set nominal concentrations and temperatures were 
calculated. These were corrected for the effect of the 
solvent on the change in measured concentration (see 
Section 2 (ii) b and Section 3 (i) ) and the final values 
at the true concentrations are given in Table 76 for the 
silica-potassium chloride system.
A theoretical explanation of the linear relation­
ship between the electrokinetic potential and logarithm- of 
the electrolyte concentration was proposed by Robinson (65). 
However, a slope of R T/z F was predicted for the plot of 
the zeta potential against loge (concentration) which is 
much greater than observed here or by previous workers, e. g. 
(33), (23), (29)o
In Appendix V (a), theoretical derivation is 
given for the variation of the electrokinetic charge and 
potential with electrolyte concentration for values of the 
potential above 90 mv. Where the zeta potential falls 
below 90 mv., as with some cases here the theory would not 
be expected to give an accurate value. The value obtained 
for d £ / d log^ Q^ C for a ten-fold change in 0 is equal to 
approximately 30 mv. ( See Table 76. ) For zeta potentials
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TABLE 75
Values of and A determined with the use,of the 
Polydispersity Factors at the set temperatures for 
silica/potassium chloride system
Temperature 
o c (mv, +ve)
A
( mv.)
50 34, 2 33, 5
45 13. 8 26,3
40 25.6 28, 3
35 24, 3 26,8
30 31.1 28,0
25 51,0 32, 8
20 45.6 31,4
Average value of A over the range of set temperatures was
29, 6 mv.
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TABLE 76
Electrokinetic Potentials at set concentrations and 
temperatures for silica / potassium chloride system
( -ve* mv. )
\ Cone* 
\(N) 
Tempo \
°C \
1x1 0 - 3 5xl0“ 4 2x10“ 4 . lxlO- 4 5x10“ 5
50 6 6, 6 77* 0 91 e 1 102* 5 115.9
45 65* 4 73* 6 84* 6 93*6 104. 0
40 59. 6 68*4 80*2 89.9 1 0 1. 2
35 56* 4 64* 7 75*9
o
0
LQ00 95.8
30 53*2 61*9 73*6 83.1 94*3
25 47*8 57*9 71*7 82.9 96.0
20
Cl•00 58.6- 71.8 82.5 95.1
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greater than 90 mv. the theory predicts a value of 
approximately 20 mv. It is seen therefore that the value 
obtained is of the correct order. Also owing to the changing 
value Qf the zeta potential it is not possible to predict 
the exact value from the present theory given. However* 
further confirmation of the theory will be elicited in the 
next Section dealing with electrokinetic charges.
The values of Cw for the glass disc given in 
Table 29 were expected to be in error as regards a 
measurement of the true electrokinetic potential of pyrex 
glass. The experiments carried out, which were designed to 
study the system silica/potassium chloride, did not give, 
sufficient information for the elucidation also of the 
zeta potential for the system pyrex glass/potassium chloride. 
Measurements of all the characteristics given for the silica 
diaphragms were not possible with the glass disc. Errors in 
measurement of the resistance and potential caused by ’’end 
effects1’ could not be eliminated with the glass disc as 
with the case of the silica diaphragms.
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S E C T I O N  8 
CALCULATION OF ELECTROKINETIC CHARGES
The electrokinetic charge,cT, may he calculated 
from the zeta or electrokinetic potential using the Verwey 
and Overbeek expression, see ref*(6 6 ), for a uni-univalent 
electrolyte viz*,
( Z k T n ^  ■
7T / \ Z V T  /
where n B = the number of charge-determining ions per
ml* of the solution,
£ = dielectric constant in the electrical
double layer,
k = Boltzmann constant,
T = absolute temperature,
z = valency of charge-determining ion,
e = the charge on the electron,
£ = zeta or electrokinetic potential*
The value of the dielectric constant used was that of the 
solution in the bulk in accordance with the determination of 
the zeta potential (see Section 1, 4 and General Discussion 
and Conclusions)*
Values of the zeta potential were taken from 
Table 76; values of the constants are given in Appendix I* 
Thus the electrokinetic charges for the silica/potassium 
chloride system were calculated and the values at the set 
true concentrations and temperatures are given in Table 77*
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TABLE 77
Electrokinetic Charges at set concentrations and 
temperatures for silica / potassium chloride s.vstem
( Eo S* U0 -ve0 ).
X  Conco 
\ ( N )  
Temp0\
°C V
1x1 0 - 3 5xl0~ 4 2x1 0-4 lxl0~4 5x10- 5
50 1631 1432 1196 1051 953
45 1630 1373 1086 916 791
40 1469 1263 1024 880 776
35 1397 1196 964 823 723
30 1325 1153 945 817 726
25 1183 1078 934 840 778
20 1248 1126 965 860 792
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It is apparent that over the temperature range 
studied for a given set concentration the electrokinetic 
charge increases with rise in temperature„ This is in 
accordance with an endothermic adsorption process., ( See 
further discussion in Section 9„ )
From consideration of the results for the 
electrokinetic charges wi'th the surfaces of silica and 
carborundum with uni-univalent electrolytes* (see refs,
(18), (19), (67), (6 8 ) ) it was concluded that there was a 
definite relationship between the charge and the electrolyte 
concentration,, It was shown that for values of Jz.^ 1 
greater than 90 mv* the corresponding <T obeyed the relation
O' = TD
where D is a constant*
Theoretical justification of this relation is given in 
Appendix V (a). From the equation above it is apparent 
that if such a relation holds a graph of against
logio c will give a straight line with a slope of 1/3*
The electrokinetic charge used here was that for 
the silica/potassium chloride system with the value of the 
charge due to the solvent deducted* For the discussion of 
the additivity of the charges due to the solvent and that 
of the salt, see paper by Dulin and Elton (19)* Values of 
the electrokinetic potentials for an equivalent 
concentration of potassium chloride corresponding to the
imnrmr'HUfnMnmimiMMicni  .....
00 *9
Loo <r
BO
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solvent (l„7xlCT5 N) were determined from the log-j_Q c 
equations and are given in Table 78 for the set temperatures, 
From these values the corresponding electrokinetic charges 
were determined and are given also in Table 78.
The electrokinetic charges for the salt only 
were thus calculated and their logarithm taken. ( See 
Table 79. ) Values were found to be represented by a 
straight line at each set temperature, a typical graph 
being given in Fig.18 for 50° 0. The points were found 
not to deviate from the straight lines by more than 0,8% 
on log10 (S' « The final values of the slopes of the 
loglO S' - i°%o c £raPks at the set temperatures were 
determined graphically and their values are given in 
Table 80.
It is seen that the slopes lie between 1/4 and 
1/2 and that the values are mostly near 1/3. From the 
theoretical derivations given in Appendix V (a), the 
values would, be expected to lie between 1/4 and 1/3.
However, considering Equation (25) in Appendix V (a), i.e.,
~i
d. In n 
d. In c
s 2 B cs
n.
it is seen that only in the limit when n _— > 0  that
d. log^o S' 
do Tog10 c
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TABLE 78
Electrokinetic Potentials and Charges for silica/potassium 
chloride system at the set temperatures and a concentration 
Qj*.7x10"“^  N, corresponding to the equivalent concentration
of the solvent
—  ■ '— 
Temperature 
°C
c
(mv. -ve)
o'
(E.S.U. -ve. )
50 125.6 664
45 111. 7 533
40 109.4 529
35 103.5 490
30 102.5 498
25 105.4 548
20
, - --- ...-]--------_L,. ,—
104.2 556
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TABLE 79
Lognn (Electrokinetic Charges) at set concentrations and 
temperatures for silica / potassium chloride system 
( corrected for charge due to solvent )
( E. So U. )
1
X  Cone.
X(N)
Temp.X 
°C \
1x10"3 5xlCT4 2xl0~4 1x10“4 5xl0“5
50 2.9854 2. 8856 2*7264 2. 5880 2.4615
45 3. 0404 2.9242 2. 7424 2. 5835 2. 4109
40 2. 9728 2* 8658 2* 6940 2. 5450 2. 3918
55 2*9578 2* 8490 2* 6760 2. 5227 2.3668
30 2* 9177 2. 8163 2.6506 2. 5035 2. 3572 .
25 20 8027 2o 7244 2. 5869 2.4655 2o 3613
20 2. 8401 2.7558 2. 6113 ' 2. 4836 2. 3722
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and in general
do lOg-^ Q
do log-^ Q c 'O _  Z &  c/^ ~
^ Y\ '
1. e«
do log*j^ Q ^5"
do log-^ Q c >
Prom this consideration, which holds for Iz^ I greater than 
90 my. it follows that the slope of the graphs considered 
should he 1/3* It is seen, therefore, with the values 
here, that the slope ?/ould he expected to have values 
between 1/4 and 1/2 with most values nearest 1/3.
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TABLE 80
Values of slope for graph of 1og^q (electrokinetic 
charge) against log-jn(concentration)
Temperature i
Oq
Slope
50 0.406
45 0.479
40 0.447
35 0.447
30 0.427
25 0.322
20 0. 342
Average value of slope equals 0.410 (1/2.4)
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ADSORPTION PHENOMENA
Recently Benton and Elton (7) have studied the 
adsorption of ions from electrolyte solution hy silica, 
using a conductimetric technique. The results were used 
together with electrokinetic data to calculate the energies 
of adsorption of the individual ions into the fixed part of 
the double layer ( Stern layer )„
With the studies made here hy the streaming 
potential method it has been possible to calculate the 
electrokinetic potential and charge for the system 
potassium chloride/fused silica over a range of 
concentration and temperature (see previous Sections),
Also the variation of the electrokinetic properties with 
electrolyte concentration have been explaihed^theoretically 
(see Appendix V (a) ),
Also it has been possible to derive an 
expression for the variation of the electrokinetic charge 
in terms of the total energy change on adsorption or heat 
of adsorption ^ Hi** a ( Benton and Elton (7) refer to the 
chemical adsorption energy, cj> ) For the mathematical 
derivation see Appendix V (b). Whence it may be written 
from Equation (56) for a particular concentration,
- A H i* + +s  -___—_____=—  + constant
T 3 R T
gji*7WWMW»FW
X * 
<N
©  0
j -
> * 9
1
©
I
b
«
© “
0>
|
3
&
W
9 9 1
•
0
! £
<? <a V
M CSl Cs|
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lO
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D
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In order to test this equation graphs were drawn 
of log10cT against the reciprocal of the absolute 
temperature* The values of were obtained from Table 77 
and typical graphs at two set concentrations are given in
Fig. 19. It was seen that the points were represented by a
/
straight line at a given concentration, deviations never
being greater than 3% on log1Q CT. The slopes of the
lines were determined by the method of least squares (see
Appendix III ) and the values at the set concentrations are
given in Table 81* From Equation (56) it is seen that this
A
slope is equal to  -------------  . Thus it was
3 R . 2.3026
possible to calculate A h .^' and the values at the set 
concentrations are given in Table 81. With the theory 
given in Appendix V (b) the assumption that Iz'C I >  90 mv.
is made and therefore some error may be introduced here. 
However, the mathematical derivation is not possible at 
present for values of 90 mv. and the analysis
was continued with the assumption that the error was of 
small magnitude.
The values obtained indicate that A H ^  is 
positive (i.e. heat is taken up from the surroundings 
when the ions are adsorbed into the fixed layer ).
With spontaneous adsorption in the gas phase by a 
solid there is a loss in heat content of the system and 
thus A H  is negative. This follows since there is a loss
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TABLE 8l
Values of the slope of the graph log-in <5^ - l/T and 
calculated A h * at set concentrations for silica/ 
potassium chloride system
- ■ . ...........  .1 .
Concentration
(N)
Slope 
(iog10<r - i/T) :
AH*
(K0 cals. ) '
X x 10-3 0. 611 80 38
5 x 1C-'4 0. 530 7. 26
2 x 10— 4 0. 449 6o 15
1 x 10-4 0. 373 5« 12
5 x 10-6 0. 242 3.32
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in free energy which accompanies all spontaneous reactions,
and there is also a loss of entropy owing to the loss in
randomness of the adsorbed gas molecules.
The results here must imply that there is a
gain in entropy since the change in free energy must be
negative and the change in heat content is positive. Thus
the exchange process, between the water molecules and ions
present in the fixed layer to begin with and potassium and
chloride ions on adsorption, must be accompanied by a gain
in entropy for the system.
Considering the magnitude of AHj* it may be
supposed that the ions are held in the fixed layer by
physical adsorption forces and that the adsorption process
is not one of chemisorption. For such a case the values
would probably be much greater.
The adsorption energy, defined by Benton and
Elton (7) is equal to the sum of the chemical adsorption
energy and the localisation energy of the ions on the
adsorption sites. This localisation energy is equal to
minus the product of the temperature and the change in
entropy and is represented by the term R T In %/Ng
where Np equals the total number of ions or molecules 
per unit area in the fixed layer (equals the 
total number of adsorption sites per unit 
area in the fixed layer),
%  equals the total number of ions and molecules 
per cubic cm. in the bulk solution (for dilutg .
aqueous solution this is approx. equal to )
166 -
Since A g = A H  - T. A  S at constant
temperature
it follows E j. ~ A = R T  In N§./%
/ “■ A H ^  ^or Np = 3% <, exp     J
Consequently it is theoretically possible to calculate the' 
number of adsorption sites in the fixed layer with a 
knowledge of the above data* It is known that the 
adsorption energies, Ej_, given by Benton and Elton (7) are 
calculated for a different surface from that used here, 
Although the same system, potassium chloride/silica, was 
studied the values of the electrokinetic potential and 
charges are different for the same concentration and 
temperature indicating that adsorption had occurred to a 
different extent (see further General Discussion and 
Conclusions)* However, in the absence of more reliable 
data the values of Eqi given were used to calculate an 
approximate value for Np„ ( See Table 82* ) Since the 
terms ( Eqi - A h * ) are not constant it is apparent 
from the calculation that a constant value of Np will not 
be obtainedo
The values of Np calculated are given in 
Table 82 which are derived from data at the set 
concentrations together with a value obtained from the 
average of Eqj, - A^*’. Assuming the packing of the oxygen 
atoms in the surface determines the number of adsorption
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TABLE 82
Vales of Eni,_X.Bm n_AH * ) and calculated Np for 
data at set concentrations for silica/potassium
chloride system
1-------  ---!
Concentration +EC1 % L  - Calculated *
(N) (K. cals. -ve.) (K. cals. -ve.) %
( cm72 )
1 x lcr3 3.84 12. 22 4. 79 x lO1^
5 x 10~4 3.41 10. 67 6. 33 x 1014
2 x 10—^ 2.84 8. 99 1.04 x 1016
1 x 10“4 2.44 7.56 1.12 x 1017
5 x 10-5 2.10 5.42 3.99 x 1018
Average
Value
8.97 1. 07 x  1016
+ Data after Benton and Elton (7),
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sites it follows that Np will he of the order 10^ cm7^
( See crystallographic work hy Bragg and associates where 
the distance between adjacent centres of oxygen atoms in
o
the silicates was shown to he of the order of 3 A . )
The average Np given here is seen to he only in rough 
qualitative agreement with the expected value,, It is seen 
that in order to obtain NpsGricP-® cmT^ the average of 
EC1 - 4 H S would have to he greater,, If the values of 
taken were greater the above requirement would he fulfilled* 
This seems reasonable, since lower values for the 
electrokinetic charge were obtained here than hy Benton . 
and Elton (see Table 77 and ref*(7) ). The results 
therefore are in qualitative agreement with theoretical 
prediction.
The method of analysis given in this Section 
therefore presents a method of determining the energy 
changes on adsorption and obtaining information concerning 
the number of adsorption sites. The theory has been tested 
qualitatively and seen to give results of the correct order. 
Also the work is seen to be in accordance with that of 
Benton and Elton. Further experiments where all the data 
are obtained for the one surface should permit a more rigid 
test of the theory.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that by means of the streaming 
potential method the electrokinetic potential for a system 
such as fused silica/aqueous potassium chloride may be 
determined. The fact that the values of , obtained 
from the experimental results with the use of the basic 
equation given in Section 1, are not independent of the 
size of the particles has been confirmed. The semi- 
empirical methods of' other workers for the evaluation of the 
true zeta potential have been tried and expended with no 
favourable results. A new method has been put forward and 
shown to give consistent results.
Comparison of the zeta potential results at 25° C,
.with' those of other workers (see Table 83) shows that quite
large differences are obtained. It should be noted that the 
silica specimen used here was obtained from the same sample 
as that used by Peace (15) and that the results are similar 
at a concentration where comparison can be made. The work
of 0fConnor and Buchanan (4) emphasises the fact that
surface treatment may have a large effect on the electro­
kinetic potential obtained by experiment. For this reason 
it is most important in comparing values of the zeta 
potential obtained by different workers and methods to 
ensure that the cleaning processes are identical. The 
specimens used here and those of Peace were cleaned by
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TA3LE 83
Various values of the electrokinetic potential for the 
system silica / aqueous potassium chloride obtained ‘by 
different workers and methods
(mv. - ve„)
Workers, ref erence and 
method used
10-3 N 
KC1
10“4 N 
..KOI
■......
10-5 N
■'KOI
Water ofi 
1
gemmho
Dulin and Elton (18) 
(Sedimentation Method)
106 129 146 150 *
Jones and Wood (69) 
(Streaming Potential)
113 134 142 177 x
O' Connor and Buchanan (40) 
(Streaming Potential) ,
- - - 100 to 
60 +
Peace (15)
(Sedimentation Potential)
. _ , 109 -
Results obtained here 
(Streaming Potential)
48 83 106 + -
• Result "by Benton and Elton (70) on Bui in specimen 
(Sedimentation Method).
x See work of Wood (33) (Streaming Potential).
+ Variation obtained hy different washing treatments and * 
hy the use of two specimens of the same sieve size . 
range.
4- Value calculated from £ -log10c equation for an
equivalent concentration of potassium chloride 
corresponding to the solvent ( 1.7 x 10-3 N ).
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identical processes (see Section 2 (ii) c ) whereas Dulin 
and Elton, and Jones and Wood used boiling aqua regia.
The method of grinding or crushing the particles might also 
affect the nature of the surfaces.
Concerning the comparison of the electrokinetic 
potential determined 'by the various experiments it is to be 
noted that various workers e.g. (24), (13), (16) have shown 
theoretically that the results should be comparable for a 
given system. However, all the methods of determining the 
electrokinetic potential depend on an assumed value for the 
dielectric constant (17). The dielectric constant in the 
double layer may differ from the bulk value owing to the 
high electric field in the vicinity of the surface, though 
this effect is likely to be small for solutions of 
concentration up to about 10"3 N (see ref.,by Conway,
Bockris and Ammar (71) ). In the present work the bulk 
dielectric constant has been used and the values are given 
in Appendix II (c) „
Referring to the variation with temperature of the 
electrokinetic potential and consequently the electrokinetic 
charge and adsorption energies, the work in the literature 
is sparse. ( See Section 1. ) The only study that need be 
considered is that made by Buchanan and Heymann (30) for 
recrystallised barium sulphate in saturated barium sulphate 
over the temperature range 5° - 30° C. This work is 
incomplete because the saturation concentration alters over
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the temperature range studied and this will itself cause a 
change in the zeta potential independent of any temperature 
effect. This error is eliminated with the present system 
studied and method of determining the concentration.
The variations of the electrokinetic and 
adsorption properties with temperature have been analysed 
using the Stern model of the double layer and concordant 
results obtained. For the details and mathematical 
derivations see Sections 8, 9 and Appendix V (b). A 
method has been given whereby information concerning the 
process of adsorption has been obtained. Also a method for 
calculating the number of adsorption sites in the fixed 
layer from adsorption and electrokinetic data on an 
identical system and surface has been indicated. From the 
results it is also apparent that the variation of electro­
kinetic potential with temperature is of sufficiently small 
magnitude as not to invalidate the many results of other 
workers in whose experiments a variation of a few degrees 
occurred.
The present work has demonstrated the need for 
more measurements and control of the possible variables 
with streaming potential experiments. The properties 
determined in Section 5 should be extended and research into 
the flow of liquids through porous media further coordinated 
with electrokinetic measurements.
Use of a consolidated diaphragm, for example with
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graded sintered discs may give interesting results, as the 
flow properties are likely to he known with more certainty. 
Pyrex glass/salt systems are of great interest as the glass 
may he obtained to set specifications in different forms. 
Unfortunately, glass has the disadvantage of having a 
high surface conductance, but again the present theory put 
forward could be tested and if necessary extended.
Possibly linked with these phenomena are the 
effects of grinding and surface treatment. The Buchanan 
school have recently (29), (39), (40) been studying some of 
these effects mainly with the surface treatments but their 
work is by no means complete.
Another obvious extension of the present work is 
with different electrolytes, some of higher valency. Here
the C - 3.og ° relation would have to be extended
theoretically, and experimentally tested. Consequent 
extension of the electrokinetic charge and adsorption energy 
relations would follow.
Work is being carried out in this laboratory on
metal powders with particular reference to adsorption
phenomena. In this case, a knowledge of the electrokinetic 
properties of the metal/salt systems would be invaluable.
The use of the streaming potential method with irregularly 
shaped particles might be unsatisfactory because the 
particles themselves are too highly conducting.
Recently however, Hurd and Hackerman (72), (73)
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have given another method where the streaming current is 
measured (usually of the order 10"-^ - 1 C T a m p .  ). Again 
it would he of interest to extend the present work and make 
measurements simultaneously, if possible, of the streaming 
current and potential.
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(h) Variation of Specific Conductivity 
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(c) Variation of the density* viscosity 
and dielectric constant of water 
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(h) Typical example of a complete 
least square calculation O O O O O O O O O
APPENDIX IV : Method of calculating the specific
conductivity of the solution in the
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APPENDIX V (a) Theoretical derivation of the 
variation of the electrokinetic 
charge and potential with 
electrolyte concentration cc eoocooc
(h) Theoretical consideration of the 
variation of the electrokinetic 
charge and potential with 
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A P P E N  D I X  II
o
(a) Variation of A  fop Potassium Chloride with Temperature
Temperature
°C
A
ohmsc cm, ^
5 94. 26
15 121. 07
18 129. 9
25 149e 85
35 180o 4g
45 212. 4X
Ref.(74) Summation of limiting equivalent conductivities 
of the K+ and Cl" ions in water after Robinson and Stokes.
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(h) Variation of Specific Conductivity with Concentration at 
25° G for Potassium Chloride
Concentrat ion 
(N)
f C
ohms?4 cmT"*" ■ 
(* lofc)
*k°sio o 
(- ve)
-Logio
(-■ve)
5 x lO-2 7666.5 1.301 2.1154
2 x 10-s 2767* 8 1*699 2. 5578
1 x 1 0 - 2 1413* 6 2* 000 2.8496
5 x 10-3 718, 55 2. 301 3.1436
2 x lO-3 291.62 2,699 3, 5352
1 x 10"3 146,95 3. 000 3. 8329
5 x 10“4 73.885 3.301 4.1314
2 x lO-4 29.704 3,699 4.5272
1 x 3 0“4 14. 889 4. 000 4. 8271
5 x 10~5 7.463 4.301 5,1271
Values of A, are those determined from Shedlovsky’s 
calculated values of A  , ref* (75)*
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(c) Variation of the Density, Viscosity and Dielectric 
Constant of Water with Temperature
Temperature
°C
Density
rz
(gm„ /cm. )
Viscosity in 
centipoises
Dielectric
Constant
50 0. 98807 0.5494 70.10
45 0.99025 0.5988 71.70
40 0. 99224 0.6560 73.35
35 0.99406 0.7225 75. 03
30 Oo 99567 0.8007 76. 77
25 Oc 99707 0. 8937 78.54
20 0.99823 1. 0050 80.36
Densities are data from the Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics (76).
Viscosities are data from the Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics (77).
Dielectric Constants are data after Robinson and Stokes
(78).
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A P P E N D  1 X III
(a) Method of Least Squares used in analysis of results0 
For the determination of resistance and 
potential at set concentrations, it was necessary to use the 
method of least squares to obtain the equations of the 
appropriate straight lines*, ( See Section 3 (ii) c and 
Section 3 (iii) c )* These equations were used to 
interpolate the values of R and E at set concentrations, and 
as a check on the extent of the deviation of the experimental 
points from the straight lines*, The method was also used in 
other analyses leading to the determination of the true zeta 
potential, and in the experimental determination of 
resistances greater than 10,000 ohms*
The line which passed through the centroid of the 
points, and from which the sum of the squares of the 
deviations was least, was used* Representing two variables 
by coordinates (x,y) of which n observed pairs of values
were (xp, yp ),..(xg, yg)r.........  (xn, yn)'* it was
postulated that these pairs lay on a straight line. In fact 
they nearly did, the deviations being apparently random, and 
the line was expressed in the form
y = a + bx 
The unknown constants a and b were determined on the 
assumption that the sum of the squares of the residuals was 
a minimum, a residual being the difference between an
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observed value of y and its value given by the straight line
for the same value of x„ This was the case when the values
of x were chosen and accurately known whilst the values of
y were subject to experimental error*
n
Then S = 2  ( yr - a - bxr )2
^  S >  S
For S to be a minimum ---  =* 0 and --- = 0
a 'b b
That is - 2 Z  ( yr " a “ ^ r  ) = 0
or 2) yp = na + b Z O C O C C O O C C O O C C  (1)
and ~ 2 Z] xr ( yr - a - t^r ) = 0
or xr yr = a ZZ xr + ^ Z j xr - •••»»»««••(8)
Let x0 , y0 be the arithmetic mean of the observed values 
of x and y„
Then Equation (1) becomes
y 0  S  b X Q  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ 3 ^
This shows that the required line passes through the 
centroid of the n points0
Eliminating a from Equations (2) and (3) gives
Z x y ~ y° Z x
^ = - ^ x 8 “ x0 2  x
The value of the constant a may be obtained from Equation (3)
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Should the dependent variable he x, then the 
constant b is given by
= 2 y s - Yq 'E y
2 xy '  x° 2  y
(For a more detailed treatment see Paradine and Rivett,
ref* 79. )
From these calculations, therefore, the equation 
of the straight line was determined. This equation was then 
used to determine the values of, for example, log-^ Q R, and 
hence of R at the set concentrations. ( See typical 
example, Appendix III (b) ). Also an analysis of the 
deviation of the experimental points from the straight line 
was obtained by using the equations of the line. For example, 
the resistances ?/ere worked out at the experimental 
concentrations, and the values compared with those 
determined in a run. Hence percentage deviations of 
individual points were obtained, and also an estimate of 
the error involved in the calculations.
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(*b) Typical example of a complete Least Square calculation:
(determination of resistances at set concentrations) 
50° C Glass 1 - Silica, size A
(i) Determination of equation of straight line for
jkP-ElO £.-T-JkQgiQ S.
u =
LoS10 (-ve) 
Cone.
R s 
Logic
Resistance
0 R R2
3.0700 405988 14.1183 21.1490
3.3520 4.8591 16.2877 23.6109
3.7131 5.1903 19.2721 26.9392
3,92S1 5.4142 21.2675 29.3136
4.1550 5,6141 23.3266 31.5181
Z  C 18.2182 Z  E 25. 6765 Z  o s 2  R2
n = 5 n = 5 94.2722 132.5307
C0 3.6436 R0 5.1353
2  C R - C0 2  R
S l 0 p e  _    ~  “
Z R - R0 S R
94. 2722 + 93. 5549 0. 7173
= - 1.0639
132.5307 - 131.8565 0.6742
7o = a +
So = a + t)E0
-3.6436 = : a - 1. 0639 x 5.1353
a - 5.4634 - 3.6436 = 1.8198
Equation of line:- C = - 1.0639 5 +1.8198
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(ii) Determination of Resistances at set concentrations 
Using equation C = -1.0639 R +'1.8198
Concentration
(N)
Logno Cone. 
(- ve.)
Calculated 
Logic R
Calculated
Resistance
ohms.
1 x 10~3 3.0000 4.5303 33, 900
5 x 10“4 3.3010 4.3132 65, 040
2 x 10~4 3. 6990 5.1873 153. 900
1 x 10~4 4.0000 5.4703 295. 300
5 x 10“5 4.3010 5.7532 566.500
(iii) Determination of Resistances from equation at
experimental concentrations
Using equation 0 = - 1.0639 R + 1.8198
Concentration
(N)
Logio Cone. 
(- ve.)
Calculated 
Logi0 R
Calculated 
Resistance 
ohms.
8.511 x icr4 3. 0700 4.5961 39,460
4.446 x 10"4 3.3520 4.8612 72,640
1.936 x 10-4 3.7131 5. 2006 158,700
1.180 x 10"4 3.9281 5.4027 252, 700
6.998 x 10-5 4.1550 5.6159 413,000
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(iv) Determinationof difference of Resistances calculated 
from equation to those experimentally determined
Concentration
(N)
R. =A
Calculated 
Resistance ! 
from eqn. 
ohms.
%  ”
I Measured
Resistance
ohms. ohms.
— ..............
% difference 
on measured 
resistance
8.511 x 1CT4 39,460 39,700 + 240 + 0o 6
4.446 X 1CT4 72,640 72,300 340 - 0.5
1. 936 X 10~4 158,700 155,000 - 3,700 - 2.4
1.180 x 10“4 252,700 259,500 + 6,800 + 2. 6
6.998 x 10“5 413,000 411,300 - 1,700 - 0.4
fjhr&ss and Silica 
Ui.zxphrz zgm, 
f'o-mJbiiuitl*
S&lnti&wi 
F,n.d 
Portion is
Silica 
D i  rtjdtrngm
Glass
D i s c
Solution
E n d
Portions
(jlnsrs
onty
R,
R*
r 4
S i l i c a  
Biaphrfzgm 
rep laced  hy  
S o lu tio n
Q\S>rall M e a s u re d  
Resistvuucm
O v e ra ll  M e a s u re d  
Renatctpice
R a R .
. 2 2 :  D ia g r a m  o f  Resistances im Main C ell
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A P P E N D I X  I V
Method of calculating the specific conductivity of 
the solution In the diaphragm
This calculation is in relation to Section 3 
(ii) a. Let the main cell he represented hy Fig. 22 with 
the glass disc, silica diaphragm and solution end portions 
as shown. With the glass only set-up let the volume of the 
silica diaphragm he replaced hy solution 
From consideration of the resistances in series it 
follows that
*— P ~ j  ^ 4  a e . o o o e o o  (  1  )
/
R - B  “ “  ^ 1  ^ 3  ^ 4  o e o o o e o o o  \ ^ /
From the ahove equations, it can he seen that
— Hjg — A R ~ P<p — Rg ..ooooo.s. (3 )
Let the resistances 
^ / a
Rg ~ — 77—  and Rg
where fC-u is specific conductivity of the solution
in the hulk
AS*' is specific conductivity of the same 
solution in the diaphragm
a & h are constants for the particular system.
h
/cD
(4 )
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The specific conductivity of a solution in the diaphragm 
as measured is greater than the specific conductivity of 
the solution in the hulk over the range of concentration 
used in the streaming potential experiments owing to the 
effect of surface conductance/ (See Section 6.)
From Equations (3) and (4) it follows
As the hulk specific conductivity becomes very large, the 
effect of surface conductance hecomes negligible and
where ( * B )0 and ( A n ) are the hulk specific
conductivity and the difference of resistances 
respectively as defined in Equation (3) at a 
concentration of the solution where surface conductance 
may he regarded as negligihle„
From the geometry of the system it can he stated that
(6)
(5)
tends to
It follows therefore from Equation (6) that
(^•AR)^_^very large - b - a = constant - Q . (7)
A S
A
(8)0 0 0 0 0 0 9
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where A s
A
Yn =
a m
®2
where A  §p
■s
length of the diaphragm
cross sectional area of the diaphragm
a constant
A S P Y2
2  -Ap K
(9)
=5 average length of the tortuous path of the 
pores in the diaphragm
= average cross sectional area of a pore 
= a constant
From Equations (4), (8) and (9) it follows that
a =
Also - =
As
A
As
and
S A
A.Sp
A s p
S ^ p
ooocoooo (10)
Constants and Yg are equal, provided it is assumed that 
the contribution to the resistances Rg and Rg^ 9 measured, 
by the electrodes, from the respective lengths and areas 
are the same*
cl
It follows then that -r-b (ii)
where x is a constant dependent only on the porosity and 
tortuosity of the diaphragm. It can be noted- that x may
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be expressed as f/o/ where f equals the porosity of the 
diaphragm and q/ equals the tortuosity fact or0 See 
paper by Barrer (50), and Section 5 (vii).
Prom Equations (7) and (11) it follows that
and
b
1 x
X
a
(/rB . A h)
1 - x
O o o  o o o o o o o o
(12)
(13)
Hence from Equations (5)> (12) and (13)
1  -  X
1
ATd
X
7cB
_  •
O O 0 0 (14)
Now (^3' ^  i Q is equal to the apparent cell constant 
of the diaphragm
Also ° A Qj A H  is equal to an apparent specific
conductivity of: the solution in the diaphragia. Let this
be equal to /CU
Equation (14) may then be written as
x
K *n K
+
i X
B
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 (15)
XT
Assuming a reasonable value of six for the tortuosity 
factor (see paper by Barrer and Barrie (80) ), and for the 
porosity 0*5 (see Section 5 (vi) ) then x is approximately 
equal to 1/12• Prom Equation (16) it follows that the 
value of the specific conductivity of the solution in the 
diaphragm for any given K*, and hence concentration, may
.D
be obtained directly from the determined K g »
It is also apparent from Equation (16) theit x is a term 
of only secondary significance and therefore the inherent 
uncertainties in the tortuosity factor aire unimportant0
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A P P E N D I X  V
(a) Theoretical derivation of the variation of the 
electrokinetic charge and potential with
electrolyte concentration,
Consider the electrical double layer with a model of the 
Stern type (see (5) and General Introduction)0 The charge 
determining ions are assumed to be held in a primary 
adsorbed layer (the Stern layer); counter-ions, the number 
and valency of which largely determine the electrokinetic 
potential for a given charge, are distributed in a diffuse 
layer near the surfacec Consideration will be given to the 
case where all the interfacial charge is within these two 
layers, i. e. to the case where the "wall*! phase does not 
contain any charge.
Consider adsorption into the Stern layer at the 
interface. For the case of neutral molecules under ideal 
conditions where the molecules are of zero area,
7 T  A  •—  k T  o e o o c c o e o o o o e e o o e o  ( l )
where 71 = surface pressure of a film of molecules each 
occupying an area A.
The change in free energy per molecule due to an ;r 
infinitesimal change in A is given by
- 7T dA = - ^ T. d In A .................. (2)
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The change in free energy per mole is given "by
djj,s = - RT d. In A = RT d In ng „ <> * * „ „ „ <, c 0 e (3)
where ng = number of molecules per sq. cm.
Deviation from ideality will he caused hy the 
finite effective area, AQ, of each adsorbed molecule, In 
this case the free energy change per mole due to an 
infinitesimal change in A is given by
djk s ' ■ = - RT, d In (A - AQ) . (4)
l—
"  Ri.« d In  J O I COOOOOCOOCO (b)
W ' W
where n° = number of molecules per sq.cm, ?/hen the film 
is close packed.,
For the case of ions adsorbed into the layer, a 
further effect contributing to deviations from ideality 
will occur., This will be caused by an electrical free 
energy, due to mutual repulsion of the excess charges in 
the adsorbed layer. Although the Stern layer may actually 
contain both anions and cations it will be assumed that 
the interaction between any '’paired** ions is negligible. 
Hence the total electrochemical potential of the ions in 
the adsorbed film will be given by
(*As)i = df-e + df n  .......... (6)
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where a term due to electrical repulsion forces.
An ionic adsorbed layer will be considered in 
equilibrium with a solution containing n^ ions per ml. of
the ions present in excess in the layer and by a method
/
similar to that of Verwey and Overbeek (81) d/a. 
evaluated.
These authors consider the isothermal formation 
of the double layer by the transport from the bulk of the 
solution of infinitesimally small quantities of potential 
determining ions. After each step the secondary 
rearrangement of the charges in the solution is allowed to 
occur until as far as the solution is concerned, ionic 
equilibrium has been re-established. The total amount of 
work associated with the ionic transport is a measure of 
the free energy of the double layer system. This'work may 
be considered in two parts.
Firstly, an amount of free energy is gained, 
corresponding to the chemical free energy difference due 
to the transport of ions from one medium to another.
These ions show a chemical preference for the surface 
above that of the solution. Thus the chemical part of the 
free energy is per ion or per sq. cnn of surface
where d"is the charge density of the surface and ^ Q is the 
surface potential.
Secondly, during the charging process, where the 
electrical double layer is formed, the free energy
associated with the setting up of the charges is a
positive contribution to the total free energy, similar
to the free energy of a charged condenser0
Thus for the whole charging process the electrical work:
quantity
arbitrary stage in the charging process.
Therefore, the total free energy of the double layer for 
one sq.cm.
As considered, the free energy is the amount of work to be 
performed in building up, by some reversible and isothermal 
process, the double layer of the system. The formation of 
the double layer occurs spontaneously when the wall and 
solution are brought into contact. Hence it follows that 
the free energy of a double layer system must be a negative 
quantity, (i,e. worfe is gained by its formation).
oeoooooodoooo . (7)
where f and equal the potential and charge at an
rv /
(8)
o
By partial integration it follows that
... (9)
Thus, with the case considered, where the
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transport of ions into the adsorbed film during the build 
up of the Stern layer is considered, it may be stated that
< 3 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (1 0 )
where ip is the electrical potential in the adsorbed
layer
is the total excess charge per unit areas
and with the subscript ~K referring to the values of these 
quantities at a stage TV in 'kke hypothetical charging 
process.
On the basis of the Stern theory, for a 
completely non-ionogenic surface, where the charge in the 
surface of the solid is zero, the potential, Q , at the 
solid surface must be equal to the potential, ip 9 at the 
outer boundary of the Stern layer.
Hence for such an interface
u  = u = u ooooooooooooo (11)
Now
n ze -s
2idDnB£ ze
V TV
iinh
/
• (12)
for a binary electrolyte. ( See ref.(66).)
where n^ equals the number of ions iDer ml. of each sign
valency z, ir> the bulk of the solution and £ equals the
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dielectric constant within the diffuse layer, 
Hence
'fs / P K Tm*- • f [ z e
2kl i\
7V
E "tT
sinh 0 O o o o o o
Integrating the right-hand side it follows
7T
E
2kT
ze
ze
\ 2kT
2kT£ N\b
103 7T
O O O 0
where c equals the molarity of the ions in the bulk 
the solution.
Therefore
7 L  = 2kT
ze
n .coth s Be"®2kT
O O O O O O 0 O O ©
where
/ 2H2 £. V
-  A3-rr  ^2 10 7\ z e
Hence
d -7^ . dA
2RT n .coth s
f JzevJ/(
2RT
ns
2RT
n .coth 
s
O O O O O & O O O O O O 0 C O 4
Bc^
v 2kT
ze s^'| ¥ s 1 Be3
. d
&
2kl
dns
coth
Izeij;
i
2kl
s') BcJ
n
s
d .In ns 6 0 0 0 0 0
. (13)
(14) 
of
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18) 
(19)
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We thus obtain, for the total electrochemical potential 
of the ions in the adsorbed layer.
= KT
lze^] 2Bc^2 coth -I +
ns
2kT n ns - ns
d in n . (20)
Now
7*B = RT d In 009000000 (21)
where (a^)^ equals the activity of the ions of type i
in the bulk solution*
At equilibrium it follows that
rd o o o o o o o 0 o o © o (22)
Thus
d.ln ns
do In (a^).±) i
2 coth
ze 2Bc's ns
\ 2kT ns n ns
■1
(23)
Making the assumption at low concentration that (ag)^— >c
and also n becomes negligible compared with n° , it s s
follows
d.ln ns
d.ln c
ze
2 coth tsl
±
2Bc2
2kT n
+ 1
s
.1
(24)
Furthermore, for values of { zfsl greater than approx,
90 17., coth • i©
2kT
approaches unity,
With this condition it follows that
d o In n
d.ln c
i
2Bc3
n O 0 O O O O O O 0 0 O O (25)
or
dc
dn
2Bc
(nsf
t
O O O O O O O O O O (2.6)
This equation is of the Bernoulli type and has the 
solution, (see ref.(82) )„
(n ) v s y
D + 2B(ng)
(27)
where D is a constant
or D + 2B(n )3 s O O O O O O O O O O (28)
Hence, for small values of ns
I 3\n
s
Since 1o s
it follows that 
I Os
D
nsze
o O o o o o o o o o o o Q
O O O O O O O O O O
D2 c
O O 0 O  O O O O O O
(29)
(30)
(31)
Equation (31) may be combined with Equation (12) relating
the electrokinetic charge and potential, to obtain the 
relation between electrokinetic potential and electrolyte 
concentration in very dilute solutions.
Now for values of [z£| exceeding approximately 90 rnv,, 
Equation (12) reduces to
|zP£||
( | = J cs exp.
S 1 2RTj
where ,J is a constant.
Combining Equations (31) and (32) it follows
l
o o o o o o e e o o o o (32)
ri [izm
c = J c~ exp.
V
2RT
l.e* 1^ 1 ~ 3 I Z  1 E °  ^ 0 *  0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 , 0  (34)
2R1 D
wrhere ' £© =------  » In ---
1 1 (z(P J
Prom Equations (31) and (34) it follows for 
values of |z£ | approximately greater than 90 rnv, that 
(a ) cr varies linearly with c 
(b) £ varies linearly with In c
(0 ) .   = -i:303 ^  viz. 19.7 mv.K J d log1Q c 3 z F
for a ten-fold change in c for z = 1 at 25° C.
Extending the proof to values of less
than 90 mv0 , the derivation must be considered from 
Equation (24) •
hze\b (\
Considering the case where coth --- —  = 1,5
\ 2id0 J
i,e, for (z = 4 1  mv, by the same method it follows
that Equation (31) becomes
K \  - I)3 ° c4r
However, for such values of \ z ( it is not possible 
to use Equation (32) and so further calculate the 
relationship between C and c.
For discussion and use of the Equations derived here see 
Sections 8 and 9«
(b ) Theoretical consideration of the variation of the 
electro.line t ic charge and potential with temperatur e,
To derive a^  relation relating the change of electrokinetic 
charge with temperature Equation (19) from Appendix Y (a) 
is considered i0e0
= 2RT
It follows
coth |zevh
2mT
Be
n d In n
A  =
2RT coth flzeM  Be1'
2kT n
d In ns O O 0 0 0 (35)
Bor \z + B I >  90 rnv,, coth
\zejil =a> 1
thus
A B 2RT In n - 2HTB s
2kT
ol o dn + constant ,,, (36)
cl I S
From Equation (29) (Appendix Y (a) for small values of ns
n
x 
31 2
s D where D is a constant
Therefore
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Thus for small values of ns
A = 2RT In ns 15^5 o (n ) s + constant 0 o«(38) D S
Now
so that
ns X  e N
A
where
= 2RT In xs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
4RSBN3
D
(39)
A  = A
(y1^  is value of
A
when x = 1  )/^E "s
At equilibrium
A h
Now
A h  - A h
A h O O o Q o O O O O O O O O O (40)
r
+ RT In (xB)i (fB)± 0 0 O 0 o o(41)
where ( O ,
±5 1
activity coefficient of the ion
c t.nd
A h =A  + A  = + STln(xsh +/ i (42)
It follows therefore
3RT In (x ).s 1
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JL
k (x )£ 
1 s A }i - A h  ~ A
where
+ RT m  (xs)i (fB )1
"X*
= - Z^. + RT In 
0
0 0  0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 (43)
X
A ^ \ *  / V IAi = Ah + A " Ah
A h (44)
which is the change in chemical potential for the
adsorption of the ions into the Stern layer with complete.
surface coverage, x = 1 0
*3
For (£3)^ ^ h  it follows,
3RT In (x ). - k, (x ) s i  1 s
-5f
With very dilute solutions where the surface charge is
small x —> 0 so that at constant temperature Equation (45) s
becomes
3RT In (x ) .s' 1 A/*-* + RT In 0 0 6 0 0 0 0  O o 0 0 (46)
Hence for various temperatures at constant (x^)^ it follows
3 o d In (x ) d
dT
Now at c onst ant (x.D).Jj 1
RT dT
2
RT
0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 (47)
L-A
dT
As •tf 0OOOOOOO0OO06O0 (48)
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A  *where a is the entropy change on adsorption, 
Hence
1^In (x ).s7i
A h 3RT
*
* AyM-
&s± + Q O O O Q
If A h ,
*
O O 6 O 0 9 O O O O O O 6 O O C
*
where A h  ^ is the total energy change on adsorption
heat of adsorption it follows
In (x ). 
s i
^  I
A h
O O O O O O O O O O Q
Ah 3RT
TV
If A #  is assumed constant over a short range of
temperature then since
0 T
In
1 T.
d In (xg)1 00060060000
where &0 is the surface charge for complete coverage
PT,
T.
hr
<T0
A h ,
3H
'b
O 0 0 O 6 6 O
I. T'
for constant (x^),
.D 1
. (49)
. (50) 
or
• ( 51) .
• ■(52)
• (53)
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Therefore
In
A h
3R
r
i
T,
6 0 0 0 (54)
If as seems probable
< °V i 1 A h
then
In
cTi
<S
A h ,
3R
*
o o o o o o o o o o (55)
or in general
In <51
A h ,
*
i
3RT
+ constant 00606000000 (56)
This equation therefore relates the value of the charge at 
a given temperature with the total energy change on 
adsorption*
Considering the variation of the electrominetic potential 
with temperature for a binary electrolyte it follows (66)
ze|£(
T
2kT(xB)i N £  
7T
sinh 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0
2kT
.. (57)
Thus for constant (x^)^
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(5rpT,
T.
T £2 2
T f. ±1 z^ 1
ze
sinh
ir
2kT,
sinh
ze |?11 
2kT.
0 o o o o o 0 l
For | ? z |  >  90 mv
(Tt„
(5Y
Hence
In
Ti A
exp
ze
2k
P :
(5t,
A't.
ze 'p2i i* 1
2k \ T
V
+ In
m
1/
I1 f
2 L 2
T rA1 ^ 1
A h ,
*
T
2/
0600000000 o
(from Equation (55) )
or in general
ze\tT + ln/T £
2kT
where V is a constant* 
This may be written as
T,
A
-  Ah,
3HT
+ V
2RT
zF
In (T £ T
2 A h ,
*
3 zF
1 2VRT
4*  -----------------------------
zF
oo.,(58)
.o0(59)
. 0 . o o ( 60)
0 O 0 o o ( 61 )
o o o o (62)
o o o o ( 63 )
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or
\J l _ JSjl _ a
T2 ^  3 zF
2R / T2 ^ 2 \
-------In   J O O 0 O O 0 . (64)
ZF
1
1
T.
For discussion and use of the Equations derived here 
see Section 9»
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